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FCREWCELD

The National Institute of Education' (NIE) is committed to the support

of research that'will promote equity and the improverent of educational

I

practice throughout the Nation. An important program to further that mission

is Desegregation Studies which promotes research that can be psed In the

effective implementation of desegregation.

From its inception in 1975 until the present, the NIE Desegregation

Studies staff has concentrated primarily on the desegregation of public

. 4

elementary and secondary schools. That work is now expanding to address the

myriad of issues related to the desegregation of higher education. It is,

therefore, appropriate that the Institute should at this time publish

William*Boyd's report on the experience of Black undergraduates at pre-

dominantly white colleges, the result of 'a study supported by NIE.

'LikL segregated elementary and secondary schools, desegregated higher.

edUcation,institions.have sometimes been viewed as "southern problems".

.yet, both are'verymuch national problems.) Like the desegregation of

,

elementary and secondary schools, successful desegregation of h4gher

education depends on.a national conmitirent.and the apilipatiqp of knowledge

to the, achievement of institutional change.

We need to understanc4\0e processes that bring about genuine integration,

411
and ,the-structuralOh'inges'jiecessary to make educational institutions healthy

learning environments for racially diverse'student bodies:' To that end, NIE

will persist in its effort to add to our knowledge of the desegregation process.

3
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
--PURPOSE AND METHODOISOGY--,

f re'

Hclw much progress has be made in the last, decadee
.

toward 'desegregated higher ed ation?. A decade ago the
Kerner Commission presented'a g oomy picture of 'race rela-
tions in America. Had it focused on higher education, it
would have seen one of the most segregated sectors of the
society. Ag John Egerton desctibed it, "in its make-up and
in its mindset it is like a jug of mi!lk--rich,- white and
.homogenized."1 Since that time, however, higher, educa-
tion has begun to work free of that dubious'distinction.

In 1967-68 predominantly bleck"colleges enrolled the
overwhelming majority of black undergraduates, and efforts
to increase black en.rollment at white colleges Were moving
with glacial speed. Five yegrs later, so much momentum had
been genera ed that predominantly white .colleges; enrolled
the majority, of black undeigraduates, and-most colleges had
more, than a token number of black students.

As blacks responded to new opportunities and,appeared
in sizeable numbers on.previbusly segregated campuses, ob=
servets,.most'of them white, 'noted that blacks were differ-

.

ent from whites. That observation. expanded to .speculation
that blacks wanted to,be different--in'fact, ;really wanted
to remain separated, were'unable and /of unwilling to deal
reasonably with t e demands of competition with the major-
ity, and were po ly prepared academically:to 'take' advan-
tage of thei new opportunities. Almost as quickly as the
colleges recr ited blacks, it became a'widely kcepted the-

\ ory that se arate societies were developing on campus
bringing to t e ivory tower the same kind of hostilities
between 'black and whites which prevailed on the city
streets. "Thr ughout the country,.collegecampuses have

\/ become cauldron of racial.unrest, reflecting in miniature
the black and w ite disharmony evident in the society. at
large."2 This nflict, it was contended,'! had to under-
mine the academic experience of black and white students.

By 1977, however, it was clear that predominantly
" white colleges had not been racial disaster' areas in the
early 1970's and that they had made .considerable, though
not consistent or 'comprehensive, progress in the interim.
According to a study of black undergraduates which began in
1972, most-black'students have made satisfactbrj'adjust-
ments to predominantly white colleges. The study shared
the understanding of critics of the desegregation effort
that the success of integration is measured not just by the
numbers of minority persons placed on campus, but also by

.the quality and ultimate value of their experience: It
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-added statistically analyzed. data to existing intuitive -

analyses. This study monitored several indicators of pos-
sible rese§regation on campus; each was spproximAtell; one-
half as prevalent in 1977 as in 1973. The study also re-
vealed that the popular estimate of rampant separatism and
other problems in,theeprly 1970's greatly exaggerated re- 4

ality. Even in 1973 it was not the case that a majority of
black students were resegregated or in difficult straits
academically.3

,
METHODOLOGY

The ducatiOmal Policy Center of A" Better Chance,

Inc.4 con ucted nationwide surveys in 1973, 1975, and

again in l577 faith. funding from The Ford Foundation, the
NRockefeller Brothers Fund, and the National Institute of

Education im addition to substant'ial amounts from'itswn
pool of unrestricted funds.' The stated purposes of the
study were to describe developments and trends in the edu-
cation of blackundexgraduates in predominantly white col-
leges and to assess whether any movement obsprved was in a.

positive, or afnegatixie direction, --As planned, almost 800

black undergraduates at .a representative sample of 40 pre-
dominantly white, four-year colleges were interviewed dur-

. ing each survey. As a result, a unique and .important data
base has been developed which permits analysis of trends
and prOvides a foundation for necessarY,future,investiga=
Eionsisof various aspects of educational opportunities for
blacks at the college level.

The study concentrated on a broad but by, no means com-
plete range of major areas' which have concerned recent ob-
serviers.of the college scene. Those areas, addition,to
academic performance,and resegregation, were:

1) Educational and socioeconomic backgrounds of slu-
dents .;

2) Special admisiions ,

3) Finances
4) Levels of satisfaction
5) Post- college plans
'6)-Impact of'ce4ain institutional ,characteristics.

Examplei Pf'4Ori,,ateas of concerm which 'are outside
the scope of the study are:

1) CompariSons with predominantly black colleges
2) Analysis of various%governmental programs
3). Evaluation of educational intervention programs

such as ;Upward our
4) Predicting persiitence, career patterns, etc.

r:
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Findings'abOut subgroups of jblack students and insti=

tutions are of particular interest and utility- as collegei,

and students try to match their talents and demands, so

these subgroups have received a great 'deal of attention 'in

this study. In may cases t:ariations between subgroups il-

luminate situationswhich were obscured by-the leveling ef-

fect orreporting national vetages.

Stratified random sampling techniques were used,to as-
sure that the interviews -conducted would provide a valid

basks for generalizations.' The appendix provides, technical

details about selection of colleges and respovidents. It

also contains thequestionnaire-whichk%es used in 1977 so

that the reader can' see the exact wording of questions,
The questionnaire was developed after a pilot study of stu-

dents, faculty members, mid administrators at six colleges

across the country. It should be noted 'that a great deal

of flexibility was, built into 'the final questionnaire by
allowing, unanticipated responses 'throughout the interview.

These responses were reviewed and coded when the question-
naires were returnes5. 'New response categories were added

_and reported Where appropriate'.

To 4auge the reliability of the .data obtained, Several

steps were taken. In all three surveys a random sample of

respondents was contacted by telephone to verify that they

had been interviewed. In 1975 and 1977 all cross tabu4,a-

tions were.subjected to a chi square test of significance.

And in 1977, several additional statistical tests (Cramer's'

'V, Gamma, Pearson's R, etc.) were conducted. They corrob=-

orated the chi squaA,results, which are referenced in se-
lected tatIles and the appendix for those who are interest-

ed.. -

In addition, extensive consistency checks 'were done to

determine whether responses to cerkain items corroborated

responses to "related items elsewhere in the questionnaire.

For example; the group which said 'race was a dominant fac-

tor in its choice of friends and activities was ci4cked on

its responses to questions such as the proportion of free

time spent with other blacks. On the academic side, the

group which reported high grade averages was che6ked on its

responses to _questions like the quality_eif acadetic.prepa-

ration for college. The bonclusion reached after these re-

views was that the data is indeed reliable and potentiAlly

rich for 'increasing understanding of the experiences of

black undergraduates in predominantly white collegei, ,even

though, reliance on, self-reported information does :allow

considerable potential for distortion.

One important difference between this report and those

published at the completion of the first two.stages is that

f
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it is now possible to answer-questions-about trends. -Corn-

parisons of'findings in 19:73 and 1977, therefore, receive a.
P great deal of attention in this report.

One unfortunate note must be added to this introduc-
tion,. Plans' to include a control group of white students -
in Stages ir and III of the study were abandoned because of
the scarcity of fundS. As a result, questions about the
degree of similarity tetween the experiences, of blacks and.
white students in areas covered by this study cannot be an-
swered through the findings of the study alone. The util-
ity of a white control group is indicated in a study limit-.

ed to four colleges in upstate New York. One of that -
studyi's" most interesting findingswas that 73 percent of
white students but only 56 percent of blacks felt "evalua-
tion of wbrk by faculty is conducted in a fair manner."5

. We can and'do, however, make comparisons with the lit-
.

erature about black students in white colleges. One theme
which underlies that literature can be summarized quickly.
"Racial tensions, distrust, some fist fights anda near.to-

. tal segregation in alrbut classroom activities character-
ize the relationships between black and white stu-
dents;.." and "...'revolution by any means necessary'
has been replaced by''a grade by any means *necessary-- ex-'
cept perhaps', by studying.'"7 In addition, a substantial
number 'of' observers and researchers has reached similar

__:_conclusions-ln articles with eye-catching titles like "An
Endangered Species,: Black Students at White Universities"
and. "Black Student 'Alienation: A Study."' In ,a 1973
study, ?Black Students rn Predominantly White North Caro-
lina Colleges and Universities," the authors concluded that
blacks on white campuses became increasingly more polarized
and more hostile to. the white environment.9' In 1975 a.

similar, conclusion about Brown University was reported in
The New York Times with descriptive:phrases such as "a per-
vagive social apartheid."10 It should be, noted that
these somber statements rest on a limited data base. or on
no systematic data gathering at all.

1 ' I

. A variation of the basic theme focuses on class dif,-
fererices among black students. People.who take that posi-.
.tion assert, that blacks whose families have lowincomes
*,and/or low educational levels are the "endangered species"
but that middle-class blacks do

The .two most dramatic and widely publicized versions
of this argument came from two ..black prafessors at' ,Ivy
league universities. Professors Kilson and Sowell re-
ceived a great deal of attention even though their writings
were openly. .anecdotal and totally lacking 'a foundation in
solid research.'

to,

\



According to Kils&.1:

4-

unqualified or ill-suited black applicants 'have often
been accepted at tiank white colleges in order to
broaden representation of what some admission offi-
Cials call 'ghetto types...,' The blacks most likely
to succeed iri the competition at top-rank. colleges
must be encouraged, and if most of them happen tb be
middle-class (which," after all,, is the case for
whites, too), then so be it. 11 -

Or, in adwell's words:

Orie argument for taking less qualified black students
Over more qualified black students is that social con-
scie ce requires that help 'be concentrated on those
who need help most. SometimeS this it accompanied by-
as ertions that academiCally able black students come:
from 'middle class' backgrounds: and 'will make it any-
way'. . . The aim it not to cultivate .the most fertile
soil but to make the desert bloom.12

Whatever the admissions policiesthejblack members of
the class which was beginning its sophomore year When
Kilson wrote produced the following results: President of
Crimson Key, Treasurer of class, Marshall, of class (2),
Harvard. National Scholar (2), and member of:Harvard Crimson
news board. 1 3'

,

Variations on the theme. that middle class students do
much 'better were expressed by Epps, Heegadi and Brown,

0 Johnson,.. Pifer, and by Clark and. Plotkin. .The con-
clusions .of thit group Were. based on and were
carefully qualified. This distinguished hetn from, the
sweeping statements of Professors Kilson and Sowell.

According to KilsOn and other observers, the lbwer-
class blacks brought with,them an "all, black behavioral
paradigm" which- had ".a nearly disastrOus impact on the aci- .
demic achievement and intellectual* growth" of Negro stu-
dents. "* He postulated a good-old-days era When blacks
were dispersed, "throUghout the nooks and crannies of Har- .

yard .College" according to their, individual choiCes and)

contrasted.it with ,an era of enforced black 'solidarity and
the division of "blacks and whites, into mutually exclusive
communities under the lea rship of ''ghetto -types' who
'failing to achieve an aca emic identity turn willynilly to
separatist' politics,,..establishing bizarre standards of
.'blackness'. (including drug culture and criminal acts."
Kilson's reaction was to call for an end to the "profoundly:
disorienting influence of this situation on talented Negro
students."

9
)
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: Kilson -and the,mdre Moderate exponents, of a similar
class-otiented :viewpoint greatly oversimpliied the ,situa-
tion. They conceived the .campus of the 1970's as offering
few choices to blacksand all.of those choices as being un-
acceptable to blaCks and whites.

This damned -if- you -do -and- damned -if- you -don't view-
point is summarzed4and amended by Jewlle Taylor' Gibbs in
a chapter of Black/Brown/White Relations Charles V.

editor). As a result 1pf her work at Stanford Uni-
versity, Ms. Gibbs found the _traditional psychological par-

4- adigm for examining behavior, of blacks. in America ihade:
icuate. Historically, blacks were seem as adaptOr,a to ma-
jority society with thre alternative forms of behavior
available to them; ,

.

C

1) Assimilate or move toward the oppressor.
2) Withdraw or move away from-the'oppressor.
3) Separate or move' against the oppressor.

Ms. Gibbs adds .to ese alternatives aourth: laffrmation
oridentity while apting to majority demands--the process
undertaken by most oung blacks: As she puts it, the stu-,1
dents-experience "movement with the dominant culture that
involves an acceptance' of one's ethilic identity while si-
4planeously ,relating to the relevant, aspects Of, the doti-
nant culture.

Her-four-part framework.ia-a useful on.p to adopt when
considering ABC's findings. Theie is a decreasing tendency
of students toWard overt separation such as requests for
s4parate facilities, exclusive consideration Of race in es-
tabiThhing friendships, land 'enrollment .n a black curricul-
lum if one is offered. Studen6s dare, however, racially
conscious and racially, motivated in their attitudes and
concerns. They recogni-ze their- similarities to. other
blacks, ,expect to,influence the predominantly white envi-
ronment around them, and are dissatisfied if they,cannbt.
They have begun to shift their demands for change from per-
sonal to more general social .and ,eeonomic *ones. This is
the same pattern whibh'has been accepted in other ethnic
groups,as.they.maintain-theit separate identities, contri-
bute theircunique points of view and skills, and work with-
in, the norms bf the, majority for the good of the larger
society. St. Patrick's Day celebrations are 1Ot condemned'
as' separatist, nor are the, Irish heighborhOods in which
they thrive. Why then are manifestations of black itilentity
so exaggerated and deplored?

Questions also shoUldloexaised,abOut the failure -to
see that much of the "out-blacking" dr-exaggeTated ethnic
identification was an attempt to cover a great deal of in-
security and uncertainty. As tIapper-put it in 1973:

, 10

1
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. To have one's/ 'blackness' challenged 'today does not
elicit the same defensive emotional response it did

-- three /ears ago; nor will black students go to the
same lengths to.prove their 'blackness'. Yet students
are still concerhed about having their 'blackness'
questioneds This concern tends to make them overly
cautious about what they say or do until they receive
(or feel. they will receive) substantial feedback en-
dorsing their act.15

..---

.

One also should ask why phenomena such as "blaCk ta-
bles" in the diniRg room,` back organizations on campus and
similar occurrences are seen as inventions of 1970s black
militants rather than the continuation of an old adaptive

, pattern. As Allen)Ballard 'notes in at. chapter subtitled
"The Black Question and White Higher Education, 1865-1970",

Repdatedly throughout the literature one finds es-
capes from the psychological pressUres of the white
'collegesinformal or formal black social groups or-
ganized ,on the white campuses' in order to compensate
black students for their almost-total ostracism. It
is not an accident that one of. the first black frater-
nities,"Alpha Phi Alpha, was formed at Cornell Univer-
sity in 1906. At institutions {with) sufficient num-
bers of blacks. . . a 'Negro corner' is-conspicuous in
the University dining halls and cafeterias.lb

And., as Willie and McCord conclude, "Any.group has the
ritht to withdraw from active participation with others. if
withdrawal is the only available way group members can pro-
tect the integrity of their perionhood against insult and
assault."17

It will be apparent to every reader of this report
that the process of mutual adjustment between black under-
graduates and preddminantly white institutions has been
complex and not always steady. The findings here ana'in
similar, regional studies do, however, indicate'substantial
progress.

For anyone who wants, or needs to ,understand' the pat-
terns' which have begdn to emerge, this report is a unique
resource. The perspective available through a national
sample and., a time frame covering five academic years simpLy
is not available elsewhere. The report answers a great
manc, questions which have be'en debated at great length dur-
ing.the past decade. It also indicates a number of areas
where further research tiffs likely to be fruitful. Although
there are a lot of desirable ends which the study did not
pursue, lt adds a great deal to our-store of knowledge
about' an extremely important subject.

1.

)1
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. Chapter. 1: Notes

1) Egerton,. 1969; p. 37.
2) Vontress, 1971, p. 28.
3) In 1969 when over 100-colleges 'Thad racial troubles"

separatism was,an elusive entity according to John
Egerton Abse study of 100 public universities "Ke-
sented no clear-cut instance where separate and auton-
omous programs, or facilities -were being demanded."

4) -ABC is a national,-nonprofit organization whose gol is
to'iricrease substantially,the number of well.. educated
minority people who will assume` responsibility' and
leadership in American society. ABC has. recruited'more
than 6,000 youngsters andplaed them ,in excellent

ary schools- (currently almost 150 schogLa partici-
pate). Most. ABC alumni have attended higNy selectiNie

-

colleges.'
5) Willie and McCord, p. $8.
6) Johnson, New York Times, 1972.
7) Napper, 1973, p. 114.
8) See Ralston, 1974;'and Claerbaut,
9) See Davis, Loeb, and Robinson, 1970.

10) See Wald, 1975, A

11)-See Kitson, -4,

12) See Sowel14.1972. k%

13) See Evans, 1976.
14) See Epps, 1972;'Hedegard and Brown, 1969; Johnson,

1975; Pifer, 1973; and Clark and-Plotkin, 1963,
.04

15) Ilapper, a pcit., p. 117.
16) Baklard, 1973, p.
17) Willie.-and McCord, 2.2 cit.,' p. 13.
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CHAPTER 2 ; NATIONAL, TRENDS .

This study has revealed which began toemerge during
'the 1970's. This chapter is devoted to setting forth those
patterns' for examination, and provides background to the
mote detailed analysis which will follow. 1$,

A

One important set of findings reflects and summarizes
-the evolution. which has taken place. It involves college
charaCteristics which black students cdnsideted iltortant
In their choice of a college. In 1973 the top three char-
acteristics-were: 1) financial aid (53 percent); 2) prox-
imity to home (50 percent);.and 3) academic ,reputation (48
percent). By 1977 the pattern had changed' such that the
top three oharacteristicsswere academic-reputation (64 per-,

cent), financial aid (39 percent) and proximity to home (38
percent). The fact that academic reputation was considered
by nfore students than any other factor is important, and
the dramatic difference between.the number mentioning aca-
demic reputationand the second ranking factor is notemor-,
thy. The majority of black students clearly do recognize
thdt the most important aspect of college is the education-
al opportunity' involved, as well as that financial aid
award6 from comparable institutions tend to be quite simi-

. lar.

. As the findings on choice of college suggest, black
students are an extremely diverse group both in backgrounds
andiattitudes. In examining the .large amount of varied
4ata presented here, that is a simple finding which must
libt'be overlooked. -C6ntrary to Widespread :opinion that

_black students are quite similar to each other 1-1d differ-
ent from white students, ,large majorities of black students
cannot accurately. be labeled with stereptypical'terms such
as: -low- income; from a segregated secondary school; admit-
ted through a special program; or getting a "free ride"
through college.

'One example of the diversity is,the primary source of
funds used by black students to finance their education
.(see Table II.1). During the 1970's slightly more than 40
percent of black students financed their college education
priMaril,through scholarships; 21: .percent relied on per-
sonal savings, wages,' or veteran's benefits. Whatever
their primary source of funds; many black students supple-
ment it ,by. working. .Forty-four%percent report that they
currently are holding at least one job. In most cases,
working represents a substantial commitment of time, with
16 percent working less thartil0 hours per week;'18 percent,eN
Ai to 20 hours, per week; and nine percent working 2t hours

-more per- week. Carrying the extra burden of'one'or more
jobs appears to be taken in stride by most black students.
levee percent, hoWever, repOrt that working has a negative
impact on their- college expeiiefite.,

1.3
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TABLE-II:): PRIMARY SOURCE (*FUNDS

Percentage of
Black Students*

1973 1975 1977
Family '20 20 21

Scholarship from college 1 29 -32 31

Scholarship ftom other source°. 16 , 12 12

'Loan from.college 11 10 9

Loan from other source -' 9. 6 4

c
.- .

Only a, few general statements can be -made about black
(i

students on the basis that they apply to two-thirdor more 1

of those students. Most continue to be graduates of public
e. high. schbols '037 .percent) and are single (93 peicent):

Most 172.136FEent) attend college in their home area; three=
quarters have not previously attended another college
(which ind4cates 'that relatively few of4te more than 50

cpercent of black students who start in community cdilege
.manage to reac four-year colleges)* 82 percent participate
,in ,some extracurricular activities;-and.72 percent are gen-
erally satisfied with their college 'experience. Large ma-

. jorities feel that, mote black .studahts should be enrolled
,- (78 percent) and ,that more black faculty members and edmin-
. . istrators should be hired.

11#

O. to
0

Not only are there few similarities among many black
Students, but those similarities ,(public school graduate,
single, etc.) are true for white students as well: Fur-
ther, many black and white undergradbiates are quite similat
in terms of background and previous experiences. In face,
a' sizable proportion of black undergraduates fits better
under the hdading "traditional' students", than under the

..heading "nontraditional%vstudents.", . These students have
t college-educated parents, ,middle- to upper-level family

incomes, and solid academic preparation for college. This
fact lead's to an4undersiandiiig of why college staff mdm-

' bers who expect,, all black students to be nontraditional,
have trouble interacting' with these students.

Other indictors of diversity and of incrdasing simi-
larity between black and white students should be noted,.
In 4973, 59 percent of black students came from families
were, neither, parent had attended college; while only 16

.0 a

P
.; .-

*
1.

Mines throughout this report,, are based on responses to
4. surveys of populations totaling 785 (1973), 7840 (1975)

and 7...82 (1977). Tables omit response categories which
were chosen,by very small proportions of the students
interviewed.° As a result, the total of the numbers
shown often is less than 100 percent.
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percent came ftom-families,where both parents bad attended.
In 1977, the comparable proportions were 52 percent and,22

percent. Almo'st 50 percent more students in 1973 thin in
1977 reported poor preparation, and the reverse as true
for excellent.preparatiOn (see Table II.2), These are. si-
multadeabs moves.away from negative stereotypes and toward

standard, college norms.

.

TABLE 11.2: ACADEMIC PREPARATION

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

1973 1977
10 - 14,

38 42
29 32
23 12

Even in 1973 few Colleges .had a .majority of their
black students bdtdened with multiple disadvantages (inada-.

quate preparation, poverty, "cultihral deprivation," and the

absence of college-educated persons in one's Immediate fam-

ily). Eighteen percent had a majority of black students

Who were special admissidns and whose' parents did not at-

tend college. Eight percent had a majority of black stu-

dents who were special admissions, whose' parents had not

attended ,college, and whose 'family'. income was under

$10,000. And only two percent had a majority Of black stu-

dents who.were'special admission's, whose parents had not

attended college, whose faMiry income was under $10,000,
and who were supporting themselves primarily by loani.

B2 1577 ,there was a decreased tendency to view the
blank community as'an inherently disadvantaged environment,
and so to recruit students from it whose academic prepara-
lion and background *ire not adequate for a successful col-

lege experience. It \s fair to say. that a perception of

black students on dampus as a homogeneous* and multiply dis-

advantaged group, is now based on stereotypes or mytholdgy.

In.1977 only six percent of colleges had,a majority of

4 black students who were special admissions and, whose par-

ents did not attend college. No'college had a majority of
black students With three or more of the following disad-

vantages: special admissions status, non -college educated

parents, 'family income under $10,000, and loans as their
primary source of funds.

One can easily see why this multiply 'disadvantaged

profile is disappearinvby looking at the .experiences of

black students at a, college where the majority of black

15
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7 1students are special` admissions whose parents did not.

attend college. In'1977, at the college in question (a.
-large public institution in the Northeast) A° per nt of
the black students were special admissions-, andt79-pe

'were from families where neither parent attended college.

Eighty-nine percent of those felt they had been victims of
discrimination at college, and 84 percent participated in
black organizations on campus. Onli4e7.percent achieved-
average grades of "B-" or better, but-63 percent reported
apparently unrealistic plans to attend graduate school. As

Ballard states: "To enroll a homogeneous group of

underprepared students will almost certainly guarantee

failure of the program."1

Background does not determine, but appearsto influ-

ence strongly, the choice of major fields of interest.

Black students, continue to follow paths -which traditionally',
have been open to them and which, do 'not, -penalize them

greatly for weaknesses ih their preparation. They -choose.

areas.of study leading ..to carers which require personal
experience, insight, and individual effort as well as tra-
ditional academic preparation. It is worth 'noting, -how-

ever, that a noticeable amount of growth has occurred in
both biological sciences and engineerihg and.math. Table

11.3 indicates the most popular majors as well as the

amount of interest in several 'other areas.

TABLE 11.1: COLLEGE MAJOR

1973

Social Sciences
Business .

Education
Biological Sciences
English,
Engineering and Math
Physical Sciences
Black Studies

28
15
15

6

4

4

2

1

Percentage of
Black Students

1975 1977
31' 25

15 22
11 11

10 10

6. 7

5 6

2 2

1 1

Career plans also have a traditional' focus. One

pect of thit is'bontinuinglheavy emphasis on graduate edu-

cation as a possible technique for making education serve
as the ever-elusive balance wheel that can place blacks on
an equal footing with whites'. In 1973 more than half'of
black-,gollege students aspired to graduate education either
full time (45 percent) or along with work (10 percent). By

116
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1977 thode with plans to attend graduate school full time
had decreaSed to 39 percent, and the number planning to at-
tend part time had increased to-24 percent, for a total of
0 percent , Th& fact that the percentage planning to go
pact.time more than doubled appears to be primarily a re-
sult'of the increasing difficulty of financing a graduate
educationas several major sources of funding (the Ford
Foundation, Council' on Legal Education Opportunity, etc.)
were decreased or elimineted.

The pattern of- specialization which is evident among
black students generateS concerri..when one considers ptojec-

. tions of decteased job.opportunities in fields such as edu-
cation and the social sciences 'and increased job opportu-
nities in scientific' and technical fields such as engineer-
ing. In addition, this pattern suggests:that educators who
feel that the limited- option syndrome no longer is a prob- .

lem should reexamine their conclusions. Black students are.
preparing to do more than "preach and teach" but still are
not taking sufficient advantageof the entire range of op-
tions,available. This in turn raises questions about the

- typeof exposure to varied options and the type of,guidance
being offered. to black students. Responses to ABC's survey
demonstrate that this area merits considerable attention.

With appropriate reservations one can digest the find-
ings of this study and produce a profile of a typical black
student in a- predominantly white college.' This profile,
based on characteristics shared by simple .majorities of
black students, must be expected not to apply to substan-
tial minorities of the group (see Table II.4).. Neverthe-
less, it may be useful.

The'term traditional refers to a student who is "nor-
mal" college age, single, a graduate of an ihtegrated pub-
lic secondary school in the same region as the college at-
tended,- andadmitted through the regular admissions process
with' good or excellent academic preparation. The. tradi-
tional student is able to maintain an acceptable grade-
point average without receiving special academic help, is

planning to attend graduate school, and is. participating in
at least one extracurricular activity: The student is gen-
erally satisfied with the overall expekience at the school,
which is the first college he or she has attended.

The student is.likely to be nontraditional in specific
ways, only some of which may create problems. It is not
necessarily 'a .cause. for concern that the student probably
comes from a major metropolitan area (particularly since he
or she is likely to be in a'less selective college in an
urban location, pr is almost certain to complain about the
scarcity of black aculty members and administrators, since
proportions of bl cksin those positions remain outrageous-
ly low.

17
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TABLE 11.4: STUDENT PROFILE 1977
*

Characteristic
Range of Frequency

50-59% .60-69% 70-79% 80%+

17-22 years old
Single
From a large city/

metropolitan area X
Neither parent attended

college X
Attended public secondary

school X
Attended predominantly'

white school X

Financial aid is primary
source of funds for college X

College in same region as

4
secondary school X

College is first one attended X
C011ege is in urban location X
College is less selective X

Was regular admissions student
Had excellent /goo'd academic

preparation X
Has "C+" to "B+"' grade-poiht

average
Feels no need for special 4

academic,help.
Not consideringleaving

college
Generally satisfied with

college experience

X

X

X
Spends most free time with

other.black students X
Feels white students are

friendly X
Lives in interracial dorm X
Participates in at least

one extracurricular activity X

Is concerned about'inaccessi-
bility of faculty X

Is concerned about percentage
of black employment X

Is concerned about percentiege
of black employment by college X

Plans to attend graduate.school X

X

18
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Other nontraditional characteristics are more likely
to be causes for concern. They dnclude the likelihood.that
the typical black student comes from a family in which
neither parent attended college, and spends most of his
time wt£h other black students. According to our findings,
howeve , there may be too much concern about these
characteristics. Many first-generation college students
adjust easily and successfully, and frequent association
with other blacks is not always a sign of fear or hostility
toward whites. In fact, the typical black student
perceives white students'as friendly.

In spite of sensational reports about'demands for re-
segregation on predominantly white campuses, the majority
of black undergraduates have adjusted successfully to de-
segregation. In 1973 six out ofstenrstudents chose their
friends and activities without making race aNprimary con-
cern. Forty-one percent of black undergraduates indicated
then that race was the dominant \factor 4n their choide of

rfriends and activities. By 1977 only 20 percent felt that
race dictated those choices. This change of attitude was
corroborated by an increase from 25 percent to 41 percent
in the number of students participating in general extra-
curricular activities such as college, choirs, clubs, news-
papers, 'and radio stations. Clark, and Plotkin fognd two-
thirds of students active in extracurricular activities,2
while Willie and McCord foUnd about leif to be active%3
If all organized extracurricular activities are included,
,our results for 1973 showed that 75 percent were active and
that for 1977, 81 percent were active.

The indicator of separatist feelings whiciNreceived a
great amount of attention because of the sensationalism
with which the news media treated' it was preference for
all-black housing. In 1969-70, at the' high- water mark of
tris sentiment; Willie and McCord found 28 percent of black
students calling for a separate dorm.4 In'1973, 15 per-
cdnt of black students 'shared that preference., By 1977,
less, than half as many (six perdent) wanted all- iack liv-
ing arrangements.

A less discussed but.critical indicator of black stil-
dent alienatien is the degree to Which black students feel
that faculty mabers at their Colleges discriminate against
them. While ,in 1973, 40 percent of black undergraduates
felt' they had 'been victims of this tApte_of discrimination,
only 22 percent felt that way in 1977.

The most important academic inditator of black separa-
tism perceived in the early 1970's was the alleged stampede
of large numbers of black.students into a separate curricu-
lum Made possible by newly created Black Studies depart-
ments. In fact, only one percent of black undergraduates
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were majoring in Black Studies in 1973, and less than one
percent.reported,that major,in 1977. The same pattern was

-L-7--c-ited in The Chronicle of Higher Education where 165 of the

607',819 students who took, the SAT in 1974-15 said they in-

tended to major` in'brack studies.'5 The other 99 percent
of -blacks'have chosen majors throughout the traditional
curricula of predominantly white colleges. Bayer found a
similar patterh in, the projecte -Inajors of freshmen enter-

,

ing college in I972'.6 From 197 to '1977 interest in the
social sciences remained relatively, constant (25-30 per-

,cent)., At the same time business-related majors became

more popular_(15 percent in 1973 and'22 per9ent in 1977).
1 MP,

The attitudes of black students in predominantly white
colleges and the experiences which help shape those atti-
tudes have'evolved dramatically in a short time. In More

ways than not, black students appear to. feel a, part of the

mainstream' of college life. How have colleges sqcceeded-in
one decade in moving quickly both toward equal opportunity
and toward one society rather than twoon campus?

One hypothesis is that colleges nor are working with
more middle-class' black students who "fit in" easily.

There was a rise in the socioeconomic status of black col-
lege students between 1973 and 1977, but it does not appear

substantial enough to explain thed dramatic - iniprovement,

even if one believes that middle-class blacks adjust be

ter. The majority of respondents-in both 1973 and 197
came from families in which neither,parent had attended

college. The percentage was larger in 1973 (59 percent

versus 52 percent in 1977) but only slightly. In earlier

studies the percentages were higher. Willie and McCord
found 67 percent in'1969-7Q. Many fewer students in 1977
(30 percent versus 54 percent. in 1973) came from families
with incomes under $10,000, .but adjusting incomes for in-
flation would close that gap considerably. In addition, 79

,percent of students in 1977 received the majority of their
funds for college from a source outside their families.

Therefore, two other factors should be considered.

One is the substantial improvetent in the ability of colt
leges to enroll students' whose strengths; preparation, and
interests match the differing demands' and emphasis of the

colleges. In fact one-half as Any students in 1977(12
:percent,) as in 1973 (23 percent) reported that their aca-
demic preparation for college 'had been poor. Thee., was a

dramatic decline in the number of students admitted, under
special programs to recruit black students, who differed in
signifidant ways, usually in academic achievement,' from the

profile of successful students t a given unversiAy. Be-

tween 1975 and 1.977 these admOsions dropped from A47 per-,

cent to 21 percent in less-selective colleges, and from 31

20
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percent to ,22' percent in highly selective colleges. In
addition, almost twice as. many black student had average
grades averages of B- or higher in 197'7 'as in 1973 (44
percent' versus 26 percent) or in Willie arid, McCord's 1970
sample (23 percent).8

A second important consideration is that a little over
one-third of the students (approximately 34 percent) en-
rolled in predominantly white colleges in 1977 had,attended
integrated (predomnantly white) secondary schools. The
experience with interracial'exchange'gained prior to enter-
ing college would be expected to fadilitateadjustment to
the college situation, and apparently it does. .Moreover,
students from predominantly white secondary schools felt
their academic' preparation was better-than those from. pre-
dominantly black schools.',Sixty-eight percent from-inter
grated schools versus 37 percent 'from predominantly black
schools,said their preparation was good, or excellent., If
efforts to expind.desegregation of elementary and secondary
schools continue, therefore, there should be'indirect berie-
fits in the adjustment of black undergraduates to college.

Some problems do remain and will require persistent,
even escalated', 'efforts before they are resolved: and pre-
dokinantly white solleges can become genuinely multi-racial
institutions. Evn in collegesvWhich have high percentages
of black students, very few members of the faculty On ad.-:

ministration are black.. This disturbd black students mores
as time passes and as they increasingly identify with -the
colleges they attend. Sixty percent fo4thd this absence to
be a negative characteristic ,oftheir- colleges in 1973-,
while 83 percent complained about it in-1977.

College campuses are, therefore, similar to rest
of American society in one essential way. Their response
to the challenge of the Kerner Commission remains 4.5com
-plete. ,,If higher education does not finish its-journey
toward one society, 'it will not be the- fault of ,black stu-
dents; the search for explanations willhave,to be condud--
ted among wgrie'staff.members and- students. Clearly, this
generation ,of- black students does not 'want two societies
any more than previous generations 'wanted slavery. or Jim
Crow. One reason that initial integration of` colleges oc-
curred so quickly was that blacks in` great numbers wanted
the same education available to whites. Andi yet, most of
the top white colleges are experiencing AUbstantial de-
clines in black applications and enrollments even, though
they have adequate financial-aid fUndS.

In this context it should be noted that two-year col-'
leges rather than fdur-year black colleges are,phe main re-,
'cipients of expanded numbers of black applicants. AlthiOugh
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community colleges usually lack appropriate academic- envi-
ronments for students 'Of high ability, they often- have what
predominantly white four-ye'ar colleges lack: black presi-
dents, high percentages of .black staff members high black
enrollments, and a reputation for being affordable "and hos-
pitable. 1 -

.. -
.'
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Whatever:the reason or reasons for` a debline in black
applications=to predOminantly white' four -year colleges, the
findings of this study suggest Several'ways that progress
toward desegregated higher education could' be accelerated.
These are discussediin detail in 'ti* final chapter.

The stdy's findings do indicate that in some cxitical
areas no substantial progress was bade during the second

years of efforts .to desegregate higher education.
Findings of this study shoW that black students' negative
feelings in three'critical areas_ remained constant or in-
creased from 1973 to 1977. First, 'ibe.group,of black 'stu-
dents repotting little or no contact with faculty members
outside class grew from 40 percent in-1973 to ,47 peegent in'
1977. If colleges were doing all they could to help black
'students maximize the value of their.. college experiences,
and if-black students. were pursuing tbe same goal, it'is

sdoutktful that one-half of all back students would be 'so-
lated from Supplementary contact 'with faCulty memb
Second, overwhelming / majorities' of Dlatk .students com-
pained about-levels of brack enroklment ,and back employ..-1
ment at their colleges. 'Eight ''outtibf, ten -students said °.
-that' those areas- were, negative,characteristicecof their
colleges_i'n 1937, while only "six out of, 'ten had odnd them
objectionab le i 1973. The students appArently agreed with
widespread sentiment that moee substantial progress should
have bten made during the past five years. ,Third, and in.
many ways most distressing, is the' tact, that half of all
black students continued to be victims' of raqial disctimin-

.

ation at their colleges.- Certainly; some prOgress could
have been expeqted in this important area at the end of the
-first decade during which blacks were uwercomed" at predom-
inantly white institutions.

In light of these findings and the Bakke decision,"it
could

in
be.argued that 'there has been ,a dramatic down-

turn n progress toward desegregation oft;American higher
education; There are, .however, hopeful signs that_there
has been an upswing due to the combined,impact of response
to decreasing minority enrollments, ,to 4acklash, against
pro-Bakke sentiment, and to projections of'decreasing num-
bers of white students to fill college classes. At least
it can be noted that in 1978, for the first-time dn several.
years, many colleges began' a7Ehorough 'reexamination of .

their interactions with black students..

22
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Colleges have approtched integration with a working

concept' of A hierarchy of needs. ,They brought° -in the

"first"Iblacks to prove the liberal Contention that a black
individual could ucceed.in a white academic environment.
Years later colleges responded to the call for integration
with somewhat. larger numbers, of blacks. Facilities and

programs were developed when demands of black students cre-

ated the need. Reflecting satisfaction of ,some levels of

their own hierarchy of needs, blacks have begun in numbers
to express the need for more ' minority students block fac-

ulty members, and black administrator in oriller to have a
greater rolein the actual planning and implementation of
the educational process. Perhaps the reexamination by col-
leges of.their efforts toward truly integrated, education
would reveal that' responding to crises es they arise is not

the best way to develop effective programs. Proposals for

c any 'other new programs on campus wouldt have. to include

long-range plans to meet projected needs which would result
from the implementation of those programs. .

Peterson et el describe the initiation of campus in-
.

tegration efforts , 'Lich as funddrives and hiring minority

staff:
4

'*-But .no serious assessment of mman, physical, or fi-
nancialresoarces needsfor this new direction was at-

tempted. .chis is not surprising, for the late160s
was not a time when serious planning efforts were un-

dertaken...9

With serious effort the 1980's can be characterized by in-
telliger4 and effebtive planning for minority education as
well as for other efforts- of ,the college community.

Chapter II Notes.
4

1) Ballard, 1973, p. 96
2) Clark and Plotkin, 1963, p. 56
3) 'Ibid., p. 10,, and Willie and M4Cord, p. 20

4) Willie and McCord,xp. 29
5) The Chronicle of Higher Education, 9/15/75

6) .Bayer, 1972.1. x

7) Willie and McCord, 1972, p.XXIII.
8) Ibid.
9) Peterson'et al., 1978, p. 145
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CIWTER 3 : COMPARISONS OF SUBGROUPS OF STUDENTS

- In attempting to analyze the patterns4which,have been
described earlier in this report it ,is helpful to examine
groups of students which share pertain characteristics or
attitudes. The grouping's which have. been selected fO'r
clusion here are based on four demographic characteristics
(racial composition of high schoolc.parents' incbme, ar-
ents' education, and' sex) and two attitudes' (atisfactiOn
and plans after graduation). Each one of the groupingS re-
veala important information which waa:noteapparent in look-
Ing at the aggregated data._

RACIAL COMPOSITION ONUGH,SCHOOLS '
ti

Are integrated secondary schools .getter' pl'aces to pre,
pare for college than institutions -with .predoMinanely. mi-
nority enroilment? Acdording to the findings 40k. .thls

integiated .schools are superior. in academic terms
but are not particularly influential in determining 'stu-
dents' attitudes and reactions to college.' Both fihdings
probably can be explained'by_ the 'fact that three quarters
of students who attended secondary schools with less than
25 percent black enrollment were in public schools. With a
few notable exceptions such *schools with ,'heavy ,.black,en-
rollment have tended to have podrer facilities and inferior
teachers, so the learnihg environment' often' is better in

predominantly white schools. The social,efivironment is a

different story: Since the btudents arrive at predominant-
ly white schools, in many cases as a result of court orders
or in other strained circumstances, their.interadtions with
white students often produce ambivalence or negative reac-
tions which carry over to college. At the same time, those
attendin,g predominantly black 'schools certainly perceive
the racism which has divided society.

.Evidence that the learning environment is better in

schools with less than 25' percent black enrollment is

strong in this, study. Graduates of 'those schools are, al-
most twice as likely as graduates of schools with more than
75 percent black enrollment to have had excellent or good
academic prepacktion' (68 percent versus 37 percent). They
'also are, more likely to have high grade a erages nd to' be
planning to attend graduate school.

The socioeconomic\ACkgrounds of st dents from secon-
dary schools which were less than 25 percent bladk also are
somewhat distinctive. A majority-(51 percent) of them have
family incomes of $15,000 or more, while only one-third of
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students frod secondary schools with more than 75 percent
black enrollment have such incomes. This is, partially'
'ext4ained by the fact that one-quarter of college students,
'from well integrated secondary schools had'been enrolled in
private tchsols.

\o.e..In spite of the differences in background and academic4

Preparation noted (above, students from secondary' schOols
with 'various levels of black enrollment are quite similar
in attltudes and reactions to college.' No substantial gaps
separate' the subgroups of students in terms of the amount
of infTbence of race in their choice Of friends and activi-
ties, housing preferences, their experience4 with racial
'discrimination at college, or their feelings about negati'Ve
characteristics of their colleges..

PARENTS' INCOME :

The findingS of this study about the impact of income
are quite consistent from 1973 to 1971-.and quite compatible'
with,stereotypes in most cases, Thej confirm the common
sense observation that students from families with 'higher
incomes do tend to be. advantaged relative to those froM
lower-income families.'

O

Before elaborating on the expected, it is worthwhile
to' note a few unexpected findings.' The first is that the
highest income category- hasthe lowest cOncentration of
mudents, who feel race has little influence ..on their .choice
of friends and'activities (36 percent in 1977). They are
not apparently .more_highlY assimilated than lower income
students.

Their rate of dissatisfaction with college also is ('

high. From 1,973 to 1977 dissatisfaction among students in
the lowest income categoly was halved, but it'remained con-
stant for students in the highest income. category. It,-
therefore, seems clear that admissions strategies designed
to minimize discontent by emphasizing admission of more
m'ddle-.classblacks were ,misguided. There are nany'good
easons for,seeking more middle-income blacks as students,

but assuming, that they,will be happier than other blacks is
not one of th0M.

.
, .

.
. . .

.

v,,,

On the other hand, higher income is associated wits
0. / most characteristics with which one would expecEsto find it

linked. ,, Nine times as many students in the more-than-
':

$25,000 subgroup as in the less-than-$5,000 subgroup have
two college-educated parents. The more-than-$25,0D0 sub-
group, in fact, is the only one where A majority of gtu-
dents (55 percent) have two college educated 'parents; no
other subgroup has as many as one-third With two'colihe-
eddcated parents. 'Three times as Many in the top income .

6
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category as in 'the bottom income category,,attencded private
'secondary.schools. Two and three quarterg- as many perceive
their academic Preparation for college as ex t. Two
and a half times .as many attended secondary sc s, where
the black eniollment was less' than- 25 percent. alf'as
many were admitted under special pr 'ams. e more. -

than- $25,000 subgroup has a majority 6 ent) oiled.

inVhhighly selective. colleges, while proportion in

lopler-incomft categories is approxiMately one-third. Is.it
surprising, then, thAt four times as many in the to income.
subgroup obtained grades of "B4-".or better?

These.dramatic.contrasts are someOnat misleadOg; bow-
, ever, and to-them could 1;ie dangerous, For ex-
ample, the number of students obtaining grades,,,o.f.,,!'84." or

better is small Iseven percent),.and therel7n8t much
'difference between higher- and lower-income gude' ts in the
"B" and "B-" categories, 'where many students are 'found.
Forty-six percent dT students in the more-than-$25,000 sub-
group are. at the "B"/"B-"'level, while 37 percent of,stu-
dents in the Tess -than- $5,000 subgroup also are at that

level.

Another-indicator of the limited effect of incomes on
,academic achievement, ,is plans about graduate school.

.
Sixty-eight percent of studetts in the top iircome category;
and 59 percent of those in tEe'lowest income category plan
to attend graduat, school.

Furthermore, the prevalence. of need-based financial,
aid has'reduced differentiation eyen in finanCial. areas.
Naturally, many more students in *-the upper income catego-

' 'ries receive their primary source,of financial support from
their families, and. many more in,,the lower income catego-
rieS receive it from scholarship's. This does. not mean,
however, that .'those with family financial support 'suffer
less anxiety about having sufficient resources to complete
college. .Approximately 20 percent.of students in all cate-
gories worry about finances, with 22 percept.in' the lowest
category and 17 percent in the highest cat6gory.Carrying
that extra burden. Therebs,almost no difference among
student categories in the proportion of individuals who al-
leviate their concerns about'money by working while in col-
lege.

%OR

-

What does all this mean about,the effecttf income on

t college experience? A family income'of more than $25,000
increases the likelihood of a student's receiving good se--
condary schoolopreparation and attending a hi,ghly selective
college in anticipation, of graduate school. As might be
expected, this income does not remove the bowden of concern
about the cost of that education. In addition, the .income

'and the background. it provides can reinforce or create in.
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collegea concern about ethnic identity because of vulnera-
bility to the challenge of "riot really being black." This .

could -lead o the high rates-of participation in black stu-
dent organizations and the sizable influence of race on
selection of friends which were observed'in the group.

Why are students from relatively high-income families
with good secondary school preparation behind- them no more
likely than their poorer, less well-prepared classmates to

. be satisfied with th2 college experience? Is there a per-
centage.ofthe black population that cannot be satisfied in

predominantly,. white. institutions? Is that proportion any
'larger than among white students?

Does the educational background of well-off black Stu-
dents simply heighten their awareness ounsolved problems
or -do students', personal aspirations and expectations of
their colleges rise with income and college preparation,
thus eliminating the probability of attaining genuine sat- 1

isfaCtion? Are the students affected by the fact that most
of their experiences Stiffer by comparison to (a perhaps ro-
mantisized version of) their parentb' experiences?

The answers to most of these questions appear to be
affirmative. WithouT a comparative study, the situation of

`-white students cannot determined. A separate follow-up
study of specific oil ges which institute programs to re-
spond to black'stud s' needs would be necessary to test
the ability of predominantly white institutions to reduce

dissatisfaction OfectiVely. A comparative study with
black colleges also could enlighten speculations about the
degree of =inherent dissatisfaction and the independent ef-

fect of income on achievement.

PARENTS' EDUCATION

As incomrises' so does the probability that there
will be one or more college-educated parents in* a black

student's family. ,Sixty-two percent .of faMilies with one
or-two. college-educated-parents had incomes over $15,000,
while only 24 \percent of families where neither parent at-

tended college 'reached the $15,000-income level.

First-generation students (those Without a college-6

,educated parent) ,are not dramatically different from other
black students,in most aspects of their college' experi-
ences. They choose essentially the same majOrs, extracur-
ricular activities, and llousing. Race is a dominant consi-.
deration in their choice of,friends and activities to ap-
proximately the same -extent that is for other black stu7

. -dents. Even in the.critical area of racial discrimination-
--partic4farly where.facuAy membets are identified as the

source - -the diyerences between firSt-generation students
and others are minor.
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Some of the 'stereotypes about first-generation stu-

dents are, however, supported 'by the findings of this

study. The proportion of first-generation students who had

excellent acaemic prep'aration (nine percent) is less than
half the size of theoportion for other students 120 per-

cent),. Similarly, talW6T thanhaff as many first-generation
students attended private secondary schools (seven percent
versus 18 percent). These are important variables with a
considerable link to each other and a positive association

(_,"..ith-student success. Students who attended private secon-
dary schools most often report excellent preparation and 00

well at' college.

The disadvantage in academic preparation of first-
generation students' is reflected in their choice ,.of majors

Three times as many students who have college-educatedqaar-
ents as first-generation studentschoose biological science'

and physical.science' majors. Also, more students from fam-
liies with college-educated parents plan to attend graduate
school; three ties as many plan-to attend medical school.
The proportihn of first-generation students attending high-
ly selective colleges is almost half the size of the pro-
portion of other students. To amplify'the distinction even
more, it is important to .note that almost half of the stu-:
Aerits with college-educated parents enrolled at highly se-

lettive colleges. This gives 'added significance to the

fact that students with college-educated parents obtain°
bettet grade averages than do first - generation students.
Fifty -two percent of the former group, ,but only 42 petcent
of the latter, have "B-" or better grade averages.

As noted elsewhere in 'this report,- the variations
among subgroups of students with regard to academic matters
(achievement, etc.) tended to grow between 1973 and 1977:
For-example, there was'not much difference in 1973 between

first - generation students and others' in, terms of propor-
tions with fair or poor academic preparation. Fifty -six

ercent of first-generation students and 49 percent of the
others were in the_ fair orb' poor categories. By how-

ever, a majority of first-generation students (51 percent)
remained in the fair or poor categories, but only 36 pet-

cent of the Other students had received fair .or poor acade-

.mic preparation. The growing gap is reflected -in grade av-
erages of the two groups, which were virtually identical in
1973 (25 percent versus 26 percent with "B-" or better) but
which had becOme differentiated by 1977 (52 percent versus

. 42 percent). The pattern also ds evident in plans to at-
tend graduate school full time, which were nearly identical
in 1973 (42 percent versus 46 percent). .By 1973 signifi-
cantly fewer first-g.eneration students were planning to at-
tend graduate school full time'(32 percent versus 47 per-

cent). ,
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This recent trend adVances the theory that:secondary
school preparation is a crucial, perhaps the most signifi-
cant, variable. Second-generation students, wOo bydefini-
tion here represent most of the uppe-income families, did
notgreatry out-perform their less advantaged counterparts
when integration efforts 'first expanded significantly th
education. °After several years of simultaneous integration,

. of private and quality public secondary schools-by propor-
tional,ly large numbers of upper-income blacks with, college-

, educated parents, the gap in performancebetWeen first- and
secondr,generation students is widening.

These findings suggest a trend which' has been much,
"discussed recently: the emergence of a black middle-class
which is substantially more advantaged than other blacks.
Based on the pattern Observed here, the differences between
these groups can be' expected to continua-to increase as the-

: middle-class blacks' obtain better educations which, in
turn, produce better career outcomes. There is little sup-.
port 'here, however, for the idea that the attitudes of the,
two groups differ substantially or are antithetical. 'Both
groups are extraordinarily.similar in feelings oh sensitive
topics such as the ability of black students to influence
'college policy, changes desired to improve the experiences,

A of black, students, negative characteristic of.their col-
leges, and the friendliness of'white students.

. How long it will,take for -the development of truly
distinctive attitudes along,class lines can only be a mat-
ter for speculation at this time. the seeds
'are being planted, but a *eat deal of similarity remains.
in:the experiences of all American black§, and the influ-
ence o this countervailing force to antagonfsm between
lassesory prove both strong and enduring.

There certainly is a :tendency toward the deveropment
of class distinctions. It is'true fn. blacks, just as it
Is for whites, that a good private secondary school educa-
tion most often, results in excellent academic prep"aration,4*
which,sproduces good college grades and probable considera-
tion of graduate shool It is true that mote' students
whose parents attended college attend these secondary
schools. It also is true that college educatiOn is,pdsi-
tively associated with income. ResponsesIto the questions
regarding choice of friends, perception of discrimination,
and membership in black student groups indicate, however,"
resistance to class-based attitudinal distinctions. It
seems that, for the time being at least, racial identifica-
tion is stronger than class distinctions based on factors
other thdh race, and that Academically advantaged blacks
make a particular effort to affirm their racial connection
as they expand their personal, perspectives. This contrasts
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with projections and obserVations about the salience of be-
ing a middle class black upon arrival at college. . Perhaps.
people making those comments and conclusions have forgotten
the basic point made by Clark and Plotkin which s that all
blacks who finish college_will be middle class while none .

who fail are likely to achieve that status:1

SEX

A black ,student's sex: is not a particularly important
factor in influencing his /her experience at a predominantly
white college. In 1973 only in a few areas did attitudes
of male and female students differ significantly. By 1977
the number and magnitude of differences between those slu-
dents was even less. With a few exceptions, which will be
noted below, black males and females have virtually identi-
cal experiences in predominantly white colleges.

Black females continue to be more likely to come from
families with incomes over $15,006 (47 petcent versus 37
perceqt ofmales). In 1973 black females were more likely
to be well prepared academically (54 percent with excellent
or good preparation versus. 44 percent of males). They no
longer had better. academic preparation in 1977, however,
and had the same profile as males through all categories of
preparation from excellent to poor. 'Meyer heless, black
female students in 1977 were slightly mor likely thanI\
males ta have high grade averages (50 percent "B-" and bet-

frw' "ter versus 44 percent).' Females also maintained d slight
edge in terms of plans to attend graduate school (67 per-

,

icent versus 60 percentof males).
e

One significant area :of difference between male and
female students involves the type of discrimination experi-
enced at college. In both1973 and 1977 females were more
likely to cite faculty members as the source of discrimina-,
tion. In both ye-ars the gap between the. two subgroups of
students in this area 'was identical. Most'perplexing, how-
ever, is the fact that 5.1, percent bf males, but only 39
percent of females experience discrimination on campus.
Can it be true, as'so many observers have asserted,-that
white society has a more difficult time dealing with black
males than with black females? Another area. of difference
between the sexes was major field of study; where certain
traditionally ":male and female choices" prevailed. The
male gioup majoring in engineering, and math was three times
the size of the female group in 1977 (nine percent versus
'three percent). Similarly, males were almost twice as well
represented in business majors as were females (28 percent
versus 17 percent). Females, on the other hand, were-more
than twice as well represented in education majors (15 per-
cent versus six percent of males) and were more attracted
to biological science majors (11 percent versus eight' per-
cent of males). t

.
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The important questions to' ask here do not seem to be
aput differences between men and women, although the very
real question about the treatment of the two groups by the,
majority remains. It is significant to note the movement
.by_ both black men and black women toward business majors.
This is not a field fqr political radicals or,.generally
speaking, for separatists. Is the face that business over-
took education as the most frequently selected major a re-
sult of better counseling at the secondary level or percep-
tion by'students that segregation in the business coMmunity
is decreasing? Continuation of this studyof related re-
search' will be necessary to determine whether these trends
will persist during the 1980's.

/

SATISFACTION

The findings of this study indicate that a majority of
black'uddergraduates are satisfied with their overall col-
lege experiences. There also is a clear pattern-- consis-
tent from 1973 through to 1977--of factors associated with
extremes of satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Those factors
are primarily social rather than academic. More specifi-
cally, the key factors involve race relations and related
problems. Students who were somewhat satisfied are not
considered in this analysis. There was no "somewhat dis-
satiVed".category offered.

A large majority of dissatisfied students share sever-
al attitudes. An unusually large number of them (85 per-
cent) feel that their colleges are unresponsive to the
needs of black students. On the other hand, less than half
the very satisfied students (47 percent) share that feel-
ing. Seventy-nine percent of dissatisfied students want to
see more recruitment of blacks, but only 59 percent ofvery
satisfied students' agree. Similarily, 65 percent of.dis-
satisfied students compared to 41 percent of very satisfied
,students want their colleges to provide more black activi-
ties. Finally, 65 percent of dissatisfied students (versus
34 percent of very satisfied students) feelthat they have
been victims of racial discrimination kat college. .

In attributing Cause to feelings of dissatisfaction,
it would be wise to note the remarkably positive attitude
of many black students. The very satisfied group remains
pleased with the college 'experience 'in spite of the fact
that 47 percent find their colleges unresponsive, 59 per-
cent perceive under-representation of blacks in-the student
body, 41 percent see the need for additional activities to
meet their needs, and 34 percent feel they have been dis-
criminated against. When large numbers of the satisfied
students identify these problems, cofleges,need to address
them as very real concerns of their black students.
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One other attitude which is sha?ed by a majority bf
dissatisfied students should be noted. Fifty-one percent
Of them (versus 29 percent of very satisfied students) feel

there should be more financial aid'for black students. In

addition, three times as many dissatisfied .students (28

pprcent versus nine percent of very satisfied students) are
worried about having enough money to finance the'remainder
of their education. These findings should be considered in
light of the fact that 58 percent of very satisfied stu-

).dents, but only 37 percent of dissatisfied students, have
scholarships as their primary source of. funds for college.
Only eight percent of very satisfied' students, but 18 per-
cent of dissatisfied students, have loans as their primary

source% of funds. Finally, dissatisfied students have

slightly larger 'representation of families with incomes

over $25,000 (22 percent versus 17 percent of 'very satis-
fied students) but twice as large a proportion of students

for whoM the family is the primary source of funds (23 per.:

"cent versus.12 percent).

mSeveral 'additional f ctors appear important in produc-

ingrdissatisfied student , even though they are not cited
bya majority of very satisfied or dissatisfied students.
Nine times more dissatisfied' students than very 'satisfied

students (38 percent versus four percent) identify inacces-
sibility of faculty members and administrators as a nega-.
tive characteristic of their colleges. More thah three
times as many dissatisfied students as very satisfied stu-

dents (41 percent versus 12 percent), identify supportive

services as a negative characteristic of their colleges.

Finally, 10 times as many dissatisfied as very satisfied
students (34 percent versus four percent) identify the kind

of place where their colleges are located as a negative
characteristic.

.Seventy-nine percent of the satisfied students (versus

44 percent of dissatisfied students) feel that white stu-
dents at their colleges are friendly. Also,68 percent of
very satisfied students (versus 42 percent of dissatisfied
students) maintain grade averages of "B-" or, better.

Fifty-nine percent of very satisfied students (versus '4.1

percent of dissatisfied students) feel black students can
influence college policies which affect them.,

'In addition, three 'times as Many very, satisfied as
dissatisfied students (37 percent versus11.percent) would
prefer to live in interracial dormitories. This appears to

be a major source of discontent for dissatisfied' students
since 48 percent of them (and 49 percent of very satisfied
students) actually live in-interracial dorms. (It should

be noted
as

the choices available included apartments ff

campus as well as different types of dormitories.)
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One observation' about satisfaction of students should
be made even though hponly a'small.number of students is in-
volved. Students'whose primAry source of funds for college
is veteran's enef0.ts are four times as well represented in
the very satisfied subg'roup as in the dissatisfied subgroup
(nine percent mersus,two percent.)..

A fiRal observation about satisfaction involves the
concentration of dissatisfied students, as ell as its ab-

, sence, in various kinds of institutions, Of the forty col- '

leges 'sample, seven had 40 percent or more dissatis-
fied students. Five of the seven were public. On the
other hand, 10 colleges hod 15 percent or smaller propor-
,tions of dissatisfied students. Of those 10 colleges,
eight were private., While the percentage of the total num-
ber of students interviewed who were 'at least somewhat sat-
isfied remained nearly constant at 73 percent, the differ-
ence among regions shifted considerably. Regional distinc-
tions will be discussedlater in the text.

PLANS AFTER GRADUATION

Grouping students according to whether they plan to
attend graduate school full time, part time, or not at all
revealed a great deal of similarity between them in atti-
tudes, non-academic activities and, to an extent, academic
experiencet. . The following variables measured highest
among those planning full time graduate school, lower among
those planning part time graduate school, and lowest among
those planning no graduate school. Although the. differ-
ences involved were slight, the pattern prevailed interms
of: (a) attending secondary school with less than 25 per-
cent black e rollmentl (b) having excellent academic prepa-
ration; (c) being very satisfied; (d) participating in stu-*
dent government; (e) believing black students can influence
college policy; and (f) having family as the number one
source of funds for college.

Academic backgrounds and experiences were, as one
would expect, quite distinctive. Students planning gradu-
ate school full time were less likely than others to be at-
tending .a 6ollge in the same geographic region,as their
secondary school. They were alMost twice as likely to be
graduates of oprivate:secondary schools. And they were al-
most twice as likely to have grade averages of "B-" or bet-
ter as those, planning no graduate school (59 percent versus
32 percent).

The most interesting findings of this cross tabulation
did not, however, involve characteristics of students.
They.involved Characteristics of institutions attended by

t.
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those planning to attend graduate school fulii time. For
example, 58 percent of those in highly selective institu-
tions, and 42 percent, in less selective institutions,
planned to attend graduate school fdll time.

Most of the findings in this area distinguished pri-
vate colleges from public corleges and gave further evi-
dence that the experience of black students has been better
in private than in public institutions. As indicated, the
subgroup of colleges with the,lowest concentration of black
students (19 percent) planning' to attend graduate school
full time is small public colleges. The concentrations in-
crease steadily in medium public and large public institu-
tions, reach even higher levels in small private colleges,
and are highest in large private colleges, where a majority
(57 .percent) of black studentt plan to attend gradpate
school.

Of forty institutions in the 1977 sample, 13 had 55
percent or more of their black students planning to attend
graduate school full time.. Of those institutions, 10 weye
private. On the other hand, nine institutions had 20 per;
cent or smaller concentration\of black students plannihg, to
attend graduate school full time; seven of them were pub-
lic.

Thi is area of investigation where the utility of
a comparative studyofwhite students is particularly evi-
dent. Attitudes on the campuses considered above might
diffet greatly betWeen blacks and whites, but'achievement
of graduate school entry might prove'to be similar. Cer-
tainly, large and small private colleges seem to be of-
fering blacks the same advantages they present whites: ex-1
cellent academic preparation and elacement in graduate'
schools. This is an echo of the apparent success of pri-
vate secondary schools whose colllege preparatory designa-
tion' is earned. Whether they prepare their black students
as successfully as their whites is a valid question for an-
other study, but their black students ,are indeed better
prepared than are most other black students for rigorous
academic competition in college. _

Chapter III Notes

1).Clark and Plotkin, 1963, p. 8.
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CHAPTER 4 : COMPARISON OF SUBGROUPS OF INSTITUTION

The subgroups of instituti6ns',Which were selected Tor
examination in this -Stbdy are-thOge-ahout-yhlch there as-

been considerable discussion and research as individuals
have trie4i4tO identify factors in college environments that
substantially affect the success or failure of black stu-

choices ofdents. . Our findings should illuminate _both
black students and those of people making ela ed policy
decisions in various types of colleges.

As indicated in the introduction, o of the most im-
portant and controversial groups has been the highly selec-
tive and prestigious colleges that, according to some, were
doing very poorly with-blacks. Clark and ,lotkin's finding
and the hypothesis here was that persiste ce and perfor-
mance would be highest at the more prestigiou colleges.

/
,/ Another group which' has provoked a great deal of in-

terest involves sponsorship and the relatikle performance of
public and private institutions. The finding by Ballard,
Clark and Plotkin, and Peterson et al., as well as tht.hy-
pottiestsuhere was that the adiustment and performance of.
black st dents at private institutions would be superior to
that of students at public institutions.

The last major- group was co eges in various geo§raph-
ical regions. The primary hypoth is was that the Sbuth
would have the most positive profile as it had in previous
surveys. A secondary hypothesis was hat the West would
have the least positive' profile. Clar and Plotkin had
Similar findings basedon their data about the relative
success rates of students who attended high school in vari-
ous regions and the fact that for most students` college en-
rollment usually is in the same'region as high schodl at-
tendance.

SELECTIVITY ---

.With a few exceptions, the highly selective -colleges
with which ABC works closely began to enroll _smaller num-
bers of black students several years_ago, and that disturb-
ing trend continues today. As word of this trend, spreads,
and as some colleges base recruitment targets.on the dmmed-
iately3 preceding year "s already reduced numbers, fewer
blacks apply .to these colleges. This is paradoxical for
two reasons: blacks historically place high value on edu-
cation, and black students in highly selective colleges
have done well; in fact, they have done better than those
in less zelvtive colleges.

0
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In 1973, 36 percent of the black students ig highly
'selective colleges reported mai-ntaini,pg grade.; averages .of
"B"-or better, and by 1977, 60 pbrcent of black studdrts in
highly selective colleges Had such ' eve ages. The
comparable- 've colleges were,423
and'39. Approximately. 40 percent of the stud4hts in b6th
types of colleges received special academies assittance.

Black students in highly selective colleges ,do not
achieve their'success by clustering in certain, less chal-
lenging majors. In factithey,had more-diversity-of majors
throughout the 1970's than did students in lesS' selective-
colleges. In 1977 the proportions of students majoring in
biblogical science, engineering andmath, and physical sci-
ences were at least twice as large in highly selective col-
leges as in less selective ones (see Table IV.1).

TABLE IV.1: PERCENTAGE MAJORING IN VARIOUS FIELDS
BY COLLEGE. SELECTIVITY- -1977

Signi-, Highly Less.
-Sele,ctive Selective ficance

32 -,22. .00
14 ' 27

.

`3 15,
14

.9 4

4 1

2 .7

1
10 6

,

Social ScienCes
Business
Education
Biological Science
Engineering and Math
Physical Sciences'
Health Professions
English
Other,t

On the other hand black .students-in highly, selective
white colleges achieve academid Success' without risorting
tP a "nothing-but-studying" lifestyle. They participate
extensively in extracurricular activities as well as in

academic pursilits. In fact, studerits in highly selective'
colleges are more active in extracurricular areas than
students in less selective colleges (see Table IV.2).

This involvement is to some degree du to the fact
that more students in highly selective colleges live on
campus--66 percent versus 48 percent in 'less selective

More than half o the students in dormitories at highly
colleges. It al S;) helps make living on campus enjoyable.

nly.one-th4rd Of the students in of
selective college would prefer that type of housing; hut,
given a choice,
lessoelective colleges would live there.
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TABLE IV.2: PERCENTAGE IN SELECTED ACTIVITIES
SELECTIVITY

1

Black student

High. Sel.
, '77

Less Sel.
'73 '77

'77
Signif.

organization 54 59 45 43 .00

o

Student government 1.3 14 10 . 10 .14

etaNRadio, Newspaper etc. 0 16 0 8 .00

4 n

Graduate school entered the Eilans.of two - thirds bf the

black students enrolled at highly selectiVe colleges, in

1973, but by 1977 three-quarters of those students planned

post-gra ate education. In less selective colleges, grad-

uate, sch of was an aspiration of fewer students: 52 per-

cent in 1973 and 56 percent ill '1977% Even more-striking is

the fa t. that more than twice as many students in highly

selecti e colleges in 1977 planned to attend graduate

.v school pll time (59 percent versus 26 percent) and that

three tithes as many planned to pursue medical degrees (22
percent versus seven percent).

Success in, highly selective colleges and plans to con-

tinue education in pursuit of graduate or professional de-

grees are linkedez.to earlier academic preparatipn:1 Sixty

percent of black stqdents attending highly selective col-
leges in 1973, and 57 percentein 1977, felt their academic

preparation had been good or excellent. It should be noted

that twice ad many students A highly selective colleges
were graduates of private secondary schools (18 percent

versus nine percent). Moreover, less than one-quarter of

the' blacks in highly selective colleges (22 percent): were

admitted uniftr special programs.

-Why then has enrollment of black students decreased?

Discouraging reports about the cost ($9,000-10,000 per

year) of highly salective colleges which overlook their
generous need-based financial aid programs explain part of

the decline. Students in more selective colleges not only

are different from those in less selective colleges, but

they are treated differently. In the crucial area of fi-

nancial aid, students at more selective colleges are more

likely to obtain scholarships sufficient to provide theil

primary source of funds and to have those scholarships come

from the college itself (see Table IV.3). "'The fact that

this difference became less pronounced between 1973 and

1977 could be important. Distorted reports about negative
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experiences and rampant separatism also played a role in \,
decreasing black enrollment at highly selective colleges.

TABLE IV.3: PWENTAGE WITH VARIOUS PRIMARY SOURCES OF
FUNDS BY COLLEGE SqLECTIVITY

High. Sel. Less Sel. '77

J '73 '77 '73 '77 Signif.°

Family 18 22 21 20. ,.00
Scholarship from college 45 -39 * 24 25
Scholarship from other,

source 11 14 17 . 12
Loan from college; 6 *6 12 10
Loan from bank 6 4 6 . 5

Loan from other source 2 2 3 1

Personnel savings 1 1 5 2v
Wages 5 2 6, 4

Veterari's benefits 2 2 3 4

Other
No reply

The most important facto however,however, appears to be a.
failure to increase black enrbllment at ,the traditional*
feeder schools for these colleges and at similarity high-
gpal4ty public and private secondary schools. If, and as,
black enrollment increases at those 8chools, it will in-
crease at highly selective colleges and at the graduatei
schlpojs.for which they, in turn, serve asufeeder" institu-
tions, whether or not the students come from families of
high socioeconomic status. It should'be noted that 39 per-
cent of students at highly selective colleges and 32.per-
cent at less selective colleges attended secondary schools
which had black enrollments of 25 percent or lower. Evi-
dence which led to this conclusion i found in the data
gathered on'ABC alumni, 88, percent of-whom were attending
highly selective colleges, and on a group of students from
the sample, all of whom.indicated excellent or good academ-
ic preparati,n and were attending highly selective col-
leges. (This material is discussed in detail later in this
chapter).

'As is the case with white studenta, ighly selective
colleges are more atttactive.to black.stu ents from fami-
lies with high incomes and high levels of education (see
Table IV.4). The proportion orblack students in highly
selective colleges from families with incomes over 525,000
is twice as large aspthe comparable proportion at less se-
iective,colleges., Similarily, twice as large a proportion
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of itudents from families where both parents attsjaded col-
lege are enrolled at highly'selective colleqes.F It will
take a generation to increase dramatically the proportion
of black childten with two college-educated parents, so no
immediate increase in the 'pool. of candidates for highly
selective colleges can be expected there.. On the other
and, the proportion of black families with incomes over
25,000 has been rising g-rapidly and should continue to do,
o. A larger number of traditional candidates for highly
selective colleges among blacks should help increase en-

,rollments.
a

TABLE IVA: SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS OF STUDENTS
BY COLLEGE SELECTIVITY

Family Income.:
$0-4,999
$5,000-9,999
S10,000-14,999
S15,000-24,999
$25,000 and over

High. Sel. Less Sel. '77
'73 '77 '73 '77 Signif.

10 . 11 20 '4 .00
40 19 35, 28
21 07 26 24
17 29 12 23
6 24 6°' 12e,

Parents' College Education:'
Both parents
Father' only
Mother only
Neither parent

22 33 14 16 .00
10 11 10 12
16 16 1.5 12
50 40 62 60

A major concern unfortunately remains about the amount
of discrimination which persists. Throughout the 1970's
slightly, more than half of the black students in highly
selective colleges reported being victims of discrimination
at college. There is no consolation in the fact that less
selective colleges have a record which is almosit as 'bad
(slightly less than-50 percent reporting discrimination).
Prospective students who learn that the odds are against
escaping diS'crimination on campus .may simply shrug their
shoulders and ,say, "Well,_ it!s still America,* or they may
make other plans. In any case, priority attention shOuld
bey given to reducing discrimination.

9

It is important to remember that non-traditional black
candidates can be extremely well equipped for highly selec-
tive colleges. In 1973,.Desegregating America's Colleges
advised recruitment of students who, abcording to standard
admissions criteria, would be likely to succeed. To a
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large extent this has been done, and the increase in num-
bers of black ,students attaining "B".or better averages
bears out the wisdom of this Oproach. 'There was in 1973
and is now, a need to consider 'the differences between ih-
dividual students lho may. 'compensate for some .weaknesses
with strengths ip other areas. This is standard admissions
pripcedure. .In addition, differences between blacks and

whites need to be noted'os part of the evaluatioli ofiprob-
able success for a black student at a'qiven college. 'Ques-
tions exist, for example, about the_predictie"Caoacity of
standardized test scores for blacks if they are Pooled with
the results for whites.

Blacks cannot attend colleges in numbers proportional
to their representation in the national population if they'
are selected by standards identical to those used for

whites. The black population at large does not have the
relative proportions of upper- and middle-income families
from which to' draw. More importantly, blacks are not rep-
resented in significant numbers at the secondary schools
which.;,provide many of the best-qualified college candi-:
dates.

In 1277 highly selective colleges had had several
years of experience dealing with black studentos. A black
presence existed on most campuses. These colleges tried
recruitment of blaCks, 40 percent of whom in 1973 were
thought to need academic assistance, and only 36 percent of
whom managed to achieve "8" or better averages. By 1977
selective colleges saw the need to offer special help to
only 22 percent of their students, while 60 percent aver-
aged "B" or better work. Colleges apparently-have learned
how to recruit students who do not-need speCial assistance.
If the leveling off of admissions requests is 'an indica-
lion, apparently the schocqs also. have recruited about .as
many students as they can t4ho fit 'their'stantiard
The questions colleges must ask now are whether there are
aspects of that- profile which do not correlate well with
blacks! .academic performance or which can he achieved af-
ter enrollment through academic assistance programs.

ABC students offer a resounding affirmative answer to
the first question. ABCrrecruits students ,whose socio-
econoblic ana previous academic backgrounds differ markedly
from those of most preparatory school students and most en-
trants of highly selective colleges. With preparation at
excellent secondary schools, bowever,these sttl,dentsenter
outstanding c011eges'on an equal footing with relatively
advantaged stdents whose success would be more easily pre-
dicted. The' conclusion follows, and is-discussed 'in the
following section about ARC students, that secondary school,
preparation should be a particularly heavily weighted ad-
missions criterion for black students.

40
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The question regarding successful special assistance
programs.can only be answered by colleges. Have they

learned to provide effective academic assistOce to black
students who lack preparation in some area? If they can

find the nontraditional students with ability and motivd1
tion, can they offer the necessary supplementary scholastic

reinforcement? Now that success has been achieved on one

level with recruitment of black students, colleges can turn

, their ,energies toward examining what they have learned '

If about special assistance, and toward providing properly,

selected students the help they need to meet rigorous

scholastic' demands.

Clear distinction must be made between the terms "spe-

, scial admissions" and " cial assistance" as.used here even

though 'the two ter frequently' are used interchangeably

'elsewhere. If scho is recruit the. person who does not pre-

cisely fit the standard profile but who can succeed with
little or no extra help, that'person may be considered a
special admission, but he or she is not a special assis-

tance candidate. In essence, in order to recruit substan-

tial numbers of blacks, schools must be analytical, yet
elex4b14,.about admissions criteria" and look toward offer-

4-ineffective assistance to low -risky candidates who need

it. More movement toward this sort of special, admission/

special assistance distinction ought to occur in the fu-

ture.

Some obser4ers have concluded that altost all black

students admitted to predOminantly white colleges in the
Last seven or eight years entered through .special programs

of one type or another, or were "lumped together with those

who did--regardless of the student's academic ability or
preparation.P2' To the. edegree that this is true, one

would expect lines of distinction between official special
admissions and other black students to be blurred. An ex-

ample of how blurred the. distinctions actually have been

involves academic preparation. Forty-three pet'cent of the

special admissions in this study-reported excellent or good
academic preparation, 'as compared to 59 percent of the

other studehts. ,,Tn addition, 45 percent of the special ad-

missions came ftom families with incomes over 515,090, as
compared to 46 percent of other students: and 33 percent of

special admissions (versus 40 percent of other black stu-
dents) plan to attend graduate srliool full time.

special admissions overlap with other black students

in so many ways that even receipt of special academic as-

. siEance is a blunt tool for distinguishing the two groups.

Sixty percent of special-admissions students receive aca-

delic help, as do 34 Percent of, other black students.
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One b'it of data may belp,explatn why specialadmis-
sions now covers such a range of students. Special admis7
sions in the 1977 survey were twice ad well represented in
engineering and math majors as were other black students.
This indicates the sqccess of intensive efforts (including
provision of gene 11 ous fin'ancial assistance) to interest
more 'minority students in engineering courses. It alSo
highlights an often overlooked fact: not all special ad-
missions activities haVe as their goal high-risk or educa-
tionally disadvantaged students.

ABC,COMpARISONS

A Better Chance, Inc. (ABC) has made it possible for-
over 3,000 nontraditionil black students to enroll in col-'
lege: most of them have-enrolled in highly selective col-,
Jeges: While conducting interviews for this study (1975
and 1977 only), an attempt was made to interview all. ABC
alumni attending colleges, in the .sample. In 1977, 48 in-
terviews were completed'at 14 college', and 88 percent of
the students were at highly selective'institutions. These
interviews provide interestinq comparisons with other black
students at highly selective colleges because the back-,
grounds of ABC students are quite distinctive.

Sixty percent of other black students'in highly selec-
tive colleges, and 52 percent of. AtC secondary school grad-
uates, report grade averages ,of "B" or better. Three -

'quarters of both groups plan to attend graduate school.
Theit preparation and'admissions'experiences are, however)
quite different from each other. Fifty-seven percent of
the other' students found their academic,preparation to be
good or excellent, but Z9 percent of the ABC students felt°
they were well prepared: In additio, ..22 percent of the
other students, but only 17 ,percent of ABC alumni, were of-
ficiallKadmitted under special programs. ABC students al-
,so were more likely th-an.any other group.to feel that black
students can influence college policy. Moreover, a larger
proportion of ABC students shared that positive viewpoint
in 1977 than in 1975 (73 percent versus 66 percent.

In 197,5 the advantage of ABC alumni was s-even greater.
Seventy-three percent of them, competed to 68 percent of

' `other black students in highly selective ,colleges,
ported grade averages of "B" or better. Ninety, percent of
,the ABC students, versus 60 percent of other students,
found their academic'preparation to be good,or excellent.
In. addition, seven percent of the ABC alumni, but 31 per-
cent of the other students, were officially. 'admitted
'through special progtams.

4
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There are several explanations for the increase in
similarity between ABC students and otbers in bighly.Selec-
tive colleges,between 1975 and 1977. Widespread faculty
and administrative concern about grade inflation apparently
led to smaller numbers of st ants with high grade amerages
by 1977. That4ould n e plain completely,, however, why
ABC students dropped in to ts*of Percentage feeling their
preparation was good or excellent or why ABC students led
other students in grade averages in 1975 hut' trailed them
in 1977. The best available explanation for that lies 41n
the fact,that ABC, its member secondary schools, and highly
selective colleges moved to loosen admissions requirements
in the early 1970's and to tighten them again starting
about 1974.. Because ABC students enter the program prima-
rily-at tile tenth-grade level, however, the group in col-
lege in 1977 contained substantial nOmbers of students who
had entered secondary school during the period of somewhat
relaxed requirements. In contrast, other students present
'In college in 1977, black and white, entered primarily un-
der the retightened requirements.

Why do ABC alumni Present , such a po'Sitive,profile?
They share one important characteristic that the other stu-
dents do not: they all attended outstanding secondary.
schools. Ninety-two percent of ABC alumni interviewed in
1977 were graduates of private schools, but only 18 percent
of the other black students in highly selective colleges
had attended such schools. As a result, a majority of
other slack students in highly selective colleges,' like
those in Jess selective colleges, attendea secondary
schools which were more than 25 percent black. ARC stu-
dents, on the other band, all attended secondary schools
which were less than 25 perien't black.

ABC alumni also shaie another chatacteristic, but few
would argue that It gives them an advantage in adjusting to
highly selective colleges: most of them come from_families
of'low-socioeconomic backgroUnds. Seventy-five percent are
from families where neither parent attended college, while
only 40'percent of'other black students are from such fami-7

;lies. In addition, only six percentof ARC alumni had fam-
ily incomes Over:$15,000, hilt the majority (53 percent) of
other-black students in highly selective colleges had'such
incomes.

It should,.becnoted that ABC students are much more
willing to venture into unfamiliar areas than are other
black students, including.others at ighlY selective col-
leges. Most black students attend a college whiqh is in'

the same geographic region as,their se ndary school. Even
in highly selective colleges approxima 4 y half the black
students fall into that category. In.the,./case of ARC stu-
dents, however, two-thirds are in colleges located 4n a
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different region.from theirsecondary school. This differ-
ence was even more pronounced in 1977 than in 1975. ABC
students in 1977 were more likely to have been in a differ=
ent region from-their secondary_ school (31 Percent versus
39 percent in the same region)i and other students were
slightly more likely to have been inf the same region (64
percent versus 61 percent).

To test the ideas developed above about the factors
contributing to the success of ABC alumni in highly selec-
tive colleges, it*was debided to compare them to an elite
subgroup of other black students in those colleges in 1977.
The results as 'summarized in Tables'IV.5-dnd IV.6 provide
additional support for the thesis that outstanding, well
integrated."secondaryschdold do make a substantial differ-
ence.

The elite subgroup :differs significantly' from other
black students at highly:selective colleges (not including
ABC alumni) in only three areas. The most'striking.differ-
ence is that more'than twice as many of the elite subgroup
attended private secondary schools. In addition=, it should
be noted that mere of the elitesubgroup attended schools
whichwere less than 25 Percent black and came from fami-
lies where both parents had attended college.

The subgroup used for comparison consisted of those
with good or excellent preparation 'who enrolled at highly
selective colleges. More of .them (46 percent) than ABC
students '(two percent) had college-educated ,parents. In
turn, this special subgroup had more students with "B" or
better grade averages than any other,grodup (72 percent),
fewer special admissions -(12.,percent), and comparable num-'i
hers (p76 percent) planning to attend graduate school. The
majority of them (52 percent)" had graduated from schools
which'were less than 25 Percent black, and 40 percent of
them, had graduated from private schools.

It will be necessary to conduct follow-up studies.toi)
substantiate, further many of the. responses repoq0 here..
In particular it would be of interest in this 'pint-Bakke
era to know.whether the rates of obtaining'degrees And
ing on to graduate school are as high as planned. There
is, however, some evidence in another recent study that, at
least for ABC alumni,-the indications given here are reli=
able.

Many ABC alumni have earned degrees from highly'selec-
tive colleges And universities. As noted above, that suc-
cess could not have been predicted by looking at their fam-
ily backgrounds. It also-lcould not have been predicted by
looking at their SAT scores alone. Many of them have grad-
uated with honors even though their scores were as much as
300 -400 points below the median for their college.

k
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TABLE IV.5: COMPARISON OF FOUR GROUPS OF BLACK COLLEGE
STUDENTS, 1977

(most
hi.sel.colls).

I.

ABC
alumni,

at

Both parents attended
college 2

Neither,parent
attended college 75

Family income $15,000+ 6

Secondary school less
than 35% black 100

Secondary school private 92

College and secondary (

school-1n same region- *31\

Academic preparation
excellent or good 79-

Grade'average
B- or better

College 'housing:
interracial dorm 67

52

Working at college 73

Full-time graduate
school plans 60

II. III. IV.
At m At Subgp of
Leps Hi. III.with
Sel. Sel. Ex.or gd.
Coll. Coll. Prep:

16 33 46

60 40 36

35 53 56

32- 39 ,52

9 . 18 40

-80 6,4 48

55 57 100

39 60 . 72

48 66 74

40 52 60

26 59 sa

;

45

7.

4
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TABLE IV.6:' COMPARISO1 OF FOUR GROUPS OF BLACK COLLEGE
STUDENTS.,. . RANK ORDER ON VARIOUS-
CHARACTERISTICS

a

(most-t
hi.sel.colls)

IV.

ARC
alumni

At
Less
Sel.
Coll.

At
-HI.
Sel.
Coll:

Subgp of
III.with
Ex.or gd.

Prep.

Both parents attended
college 4 3 r 2 1

Neither parent
^attended college 1 2 3c

Familr<7me 515,000+ 4 3 2 1

Secondary school less
than 25% black - 1 3 2

Secondary school private * 1 4 3 r

,

fie

Collegt a secondary
school;4 same region. 2 4 1

Academic preparatiort
excellent or good 2 4 . 3 1

Grade average B- better 3 4 1 2 1

College hosing:
interracial' darri 2 , 4

,
3 1

Working at college
a.

1 4 3 -2

Fulf-,time grad97ate
school plans t 1 4 3 2

-

0 `

46
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While it is true that minority students obtain lower
test scores than their white colleagues at the same insti-
tutions, there is strong evidence that those scores do not
mean minority students are "unqualified". or even "less
qualified" for these colleges. _Although there is approxi-
mately a 200-point gap between the scores of the minority
students studied and other students at sample colleges,
their- major fields- and graduation rates are comparable.
And within. the cm66p of minority students, the graduation
rapes 'do not vary from thost with, the lowest scores to
those with the highest.i

The experience of outstanding secondary school prepa-
ration does make a difference for black students even when
earlier educational environments have been poor, as is the
case with ABC students. 'These students attended elementary
and junior high schools that were anything but top rank,
but, they arrive at top colleges ready to compete success-
fully, and possibly with a slight advantage over other
black students. This advantage"probably results.from both
the supe for instruction of the high-quality learning en-
vironment and the resultant confidence it'gives the stu-
dent as he or she enters the integrated and academically
demanding c

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTINUTIONS

Therethas been considerable change since 1973 in the
difference between the experience of black students in pri-
vate colleges, and those in public. .In 1973 the two types
of institutions provided blacks with similar experiences,
probably because neither black secondary school students
nor the colleges themselves distinguished'betwten the two
types of institutions with regard to their 'approaches to
the education of blacks. In other words, it was more true
then that all concerned with the, college entrance proce4p
tended to see both black students and the prospective,col-
leges as groups of indistinguishable individuals and insti-
tutions. By 1977 private colleges were poving toward ap-
proaching black' candidates more as they did white ones, as
individuals whose attributes should be weighed along with
the specific ability of the college to use or, respond to
them. In response, black students began to appreciate the
varied opportunities offered by different colleges.
stantial variations, began. to appear in the students whom
different colleges enrolled as well-as in the experience of
those students.

The current study does not confirm all the stereotypes
about differences between public'and private institutions.
In general, however, perciate colleges do seem to have pro-
gressed farther than public ones in dealing successfully

47
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with black students. Similar findings were reported in a
study. by a group at the University.bf Michigan.4 These
findings should encourage more black students to apply to
private colleges-'(especially those which are.-highly selec-
tile) and help to 'reverse a trend of declining pools of
blaCk applicants. Negatiye publicity, about the Bakke case
and about rapidly rising costs at private colleges has led
many black students to select themselves out of competition
for places at top private colleges. This is.happening even
though the historical record 'Of-private colleges also is
better than public colleges--by 1910, 149 blacks had gradu-
ated from Oberlin, 60 from Ka sas, and only two,, from the
City Collegd of New York.5

'Many of the most popu ar notions about private col-
leges were not supported by the findings of this study.
For example, private colleges did not greatly surpass pub-
lic ones in the proportion of black students with family
incomes our $15,000. Two subtypes pf institutions had 50
percent or more of their students in the upper- income cate-
gories: large private colleges with 52 percent-and medium-
sized public colleges with 50 percent.

There also was little support for the idea that more
students in expensive private colleges are concerned about
financing their -education- than-axe their peers in public

. Larger private colleges were tied with large
public colleges in having.the second lowest percentage of
students (43 percent) concerned about financing their edu-
cation. Small private colleges, however, were highest,
with ,56 percent concerned about finances. This is related
to the types of aid colvionly offered by the various insti-
tutions. In private collegesIsthich have significantendow-
ments, the main source of-funding is scholarships for 55
ercent Of students. In public colleges only 40 percent of
udents finance their education primarily through scholar-

-nips; they or their families must suppleMent financial
al adding a second, worry to concerns about maintaining

_the holarship assistance. In addition,'students
vate'co eges carry a smaller, burden than do those in pub-
lic colleg- in terms of jobs as part of or as a supplement,
to financial 'd. Of those students who were working, a
much larger proportion in private'colleges worked fewer
than 10 hours a week; in small, medium, and large public
institutions respectively, 17, 29, and 18 percent worked
that little, while 67 percent of students froM small pri-
vate colleges and 32 percentfrom"large. private universi-
ties worked fewer than 10 hours.

A final unexpected finding'should be noted. The two
subtypes of institutions where ..fewest. students felt that
black students could influence college-policy were small
public colleges and small private colleges. .Students in
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large private colleges felt most capable of inflUencing
policy. Moreover, the attitude ot students about° the
responsiveness of their colleges to the needs of black
studerits is virtually the same in both private and public
colleges, with a majority of students feeling both types
,shotild be tore responsive.

$ I

The amount of black enrollment in the various subtypes
of colleges gives support to the idea that public and pri-
vate inptitutioffs are not as different as one lmight think

Iin, responsiveness: In our 1977 'sample there was propor-
tionally more representation of public institutions than
private ones in the low black enrollment category. In ad-
dition, both private subtypes were as well represented in
the high black enrollment category as both medium and large
public institutions. Because one of the highest priority
changes desired by black undergraduates is higher levels of
black enrollment, it' is appropriate to conclude that pri-
vate colleges. have been quite responsive.

On the other hand, some important and expected differ-
ences were found between*public_and, private colleges.
Twice as many black students in pr -ivate as in public col-
leges were graduates of private secondary schools '-(almost
20 percent versus less than 1Q_ percent). More students in
private colleges felt their ademic preparation for col-
lege had been good or excellent .(About 60 percent versus
about* 50 percent) and, unlike 1973, the advantage in:pre-
paration contributed to higher grade averages in private
colleges (55 'percent "18-" or higher versus about 40 per-
cent). In addition, many more students in private colleges
planned to attend graduate school full time (more than half
versus less than.one-third). This also was quite-different
from 1973 when the two types of institutions were almost
identical in this area, with 44 and 47 percent of students
planning to attend graduate school full -time.

It should be noted that the more successful academic
adjdstment in private colleges was not accomplished through
avoidance of challenging majors. 'Twice as large ayropor-
tion of students in private college8-,majored in biological
sciences. Also, 50 percent more students majored in math
or engineering in large private institutions as in large
public institutions,' with only incidental numbers of stu-
dents'in such majors in smaller institutions of either
type.

An explanation for the better academic adjustmInt in
private colleges would have to include several other
factors. Approximately two7thirds -Of"-students in private
collelgS identified the academic reputation of the college
as an important factor in their choice, while approximately
half the students in public, colleges did so. In addition,
approximately 70 percent, of students in private colleges

e.
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cited size of classes as a positive characteristic of their
college, while approximately 50 percent'of those at public
colleges felt that way; In public colleges, on the' other
hand, thany more students, in fact a majority of them, em-
phasized-proximity to home in making their choice. Over 80
.=-ercent of black students in public colleges enrolled at
institutions in'the same geographic yegion as their second-

lary schools, while only approximately 60 percent of those
in private colleges attended secondary schools in the same

. region.

Private colleges are making progress toward recruiting
well prepared students who understand the academic program
of the college and choose to participate in it. By giving
those students classes of manageable size in the areas of
student interest, the private dbstitutions encourage and
facilitate good scholastic performance. .The provision, of
adequate, dependable financial aid alloWs students to con-
centrate successfully on that pe:rformancp.

From 1973 through 1977 special admissions pr a'ms

were much less evident at privdte than at public in itu-
tions. Only 10 percent of black students at private Col-
leges irN1977 entered through special programs, while 20
percent or more in public colleges (38 percent in large
public) were_ ,special admit AlLose-1. araa _pu c t -
.tutions fewer black - students than in any other subtype of
college found white students to be-friendly. Only 474per-
cent,of black 's qrlents in large public colleges felt that
way, while amalbrity d every other type (from 56 percent
to 70 percent) felt white students were friendly., Is ali-
eriat:don-from whites students dire'ctly related to the "spe-
cial" stat4:5(rtheseatucient 0

e -
'students in'-private 9c011eges, also were more'acti.Ve in

extracurricular,ictilties Ony.312'to 15 percent of those
in private colleges partlpipatKiWno,extracurricular ac-
tivities, while twice as many 41 10,,31 percent) in pablia
colleges abstained: Atti

number
to and with

whites may combine here with the lager umber of students
at public institutions who live off campaS to reduce IJack
participation in college- sponsored; activities.

Approximately one-quarter of black students in public
and one-fifth of those in private colleges previously at-
tended another college. The t;,ansfer patterns for each
type of college were more similar.in 1977: than they had
been in 1973. In 1973 more than half (57'percent) 'the
transfers to public four-year colleges came from 'two-year
colleges, while only one-third (12 percent) of those in
private four-year colleges had/ started at community 'col-
leges. By 1977 the proportionommunity-collegetrads-
fers at public four-year colleges'had.decreased substan-'
tially, and the proObrt,i.on at private.. four-year-colleges

4 -
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had decreased only slightly, so both types of institutions
had similar concentrations of community college transfers.
,In fact, public colleges joined private ones"' having ap-
proximately one-quarter of their transfers 'originate at
public two-year colleges.

BOth public and private' predominantly' white colleges
increased .from 1973 to 1977 in the proportion of transfers
from predominantly black. colleges. The proportions which
had been very small in 1973 reached approximately 2Q per-

, cent by 1977. This still does not suggest the type of
v'."brain drain" of the type Which has concerned some people.

On the other hand, if the trend continues, a substantial
problem could develop.

Before closing this comparison of, public and private
institutions, it is necessary to- clarify that "private"
does not imply "selective" nor does "pu ic" imply "non-
selective." In the sample for this st dy, however, the
majority (approximately two-thirds) of private colleges are
highly selective, and only about 15 percent of public col-
leges are highly selective.

,Based,on the findings of this study about trends in
the 1970's, it appears appropriate to project increased

pliblic__arkokt_privatecolleges- iz
termsipPr the experience of black students. As is the case
with white students,, the more selective private colleges,.
can be expected to,pnroll black studertts who are better
equipped and prepared than are, those at less selective pub-
lic colleges. The proportion.of students who attended pri-
vate secondary schools also should be expected to grow more
rapidly at private than at public colleges. These secon-
dary schools traditionally send proportionally large num-
bers of all their white,, students to private colleges; the
same is true for their slowly increasing numbers of black
students. 'The black students at private 'colleges may be
substantially more affluent than.---trip'se at public colleges,
but this-remains to be seen. Mdre of those at private col-

. leges will in all likelihood succeed in achieving -their
goal of enrolling in graduate school, particularly in medi-
cal and law schools.

It also is to be expected that, with the exception of
`pertain public colleges which are headed toward "tipping
over" to predominantly minority enrollment, private col-
leges will continue to do as well as public colleges in the
proportion of places taken by minority students. Finally,
it is to be expected that the advantage held by ,private
colleges in relative generosity of financial aid will con-
tinue as,"Ptoposition 13" type cutbacks weaken further the
financial capabilities' of many public institutions.

,
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REGION

,The 1970's have not produced identical patterns of ex-
. perience for black- students in all parts of the country.

In fact, there is considerable variation from one region to
another. -The .least positive:experience has been in the
West, 'but there are signs of improvement there. Unfortu-
nately, however, the 1973 and 1977 studies show signg of
detettoration in the'Midwest. The most positive experience
has been in the South, while the Northeast has moved for-
ward to second position.

Three indicators of the -quality of experience for
black undergraduates are worth noting: percentage offi-
cially admitted under special programs, percentage dissat-
isfied- with the-overall college experience, and percentage
saying race is a dominant factor in their choice of friends
and activities. With the positive association between spe-
cial'admissions and inadequate academic performance, these
three factors give'a fair indication of both-black student
achievement and attitude toward the integrated collegeex-
perienv.

Throughout the 1970's the West has registered high le-
vels on these indcators. It is the only region in which

. moire-than -CO-per-cent -of- the '-student-s -tere-acintitted-unde-r-----:
special pfograms (see Table IX.7).* The use of ppecial,ad-
missiolis programs has decreased everywhere, but, according',
to the 1977 survey, four out of ten students in the West
still entered this way. At the:same time more students in.
the West than in any other region, have been dissatisifed
(see Table IV.8). This appeared to be changing in 1977,
and perhaps a positive morentum will develop. In any case-
it should be 'noted that key 1977). 70 percent or more of
black students were at least somewhat satisfied with col-1
lege. . '

TABLE IV.7: PERCENTAGE OFFICIAL SPECIAL ADMISSION
r BY GEOGRAPHICAL REGION

chi square
Year NE ,MW significance

,

1973

1975 51 27' 25 61 .00

1977 36 16
'Nfk, 5

41

ON. 52

ti
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The West shows a similarly disappointing pattern
having more students whose experience with interracial edu-
"cation is such that race is dominant, in their choice of
friends and activities. In fact, it is the only region in
either the 1973 or 1977- survey 'to have amajOrity 'of stu-
dents saying that race was their primary 'considerat'ion (see
Table IV.9).

Why has the situat.lon'in the West been---so negatiVe?
There are several.explaffatory factors to consider., In ad-

_ dition, there are several explanations which probably would
be pOpularbut. which are not helpful.

Academic preparation would'be expected to be impor-
tant, and it is. The West consistently has tanked last in
terms of the proportion of students with excellent academic
preparation (see Table IV.10), and the gap between it and
the otter regions is-growing. The situation is similar for
good_academic preparation, but: the West showed improvement
here by 1977 (see Table IV.11

TABLE IV.8: PERCENTAGE DISSATISFACTION WITH THE-OVERALL
---,--C-GLIAGE---EXPERIErNCIEr- 13*---GEOGFIrPtitenREG £9INT

,
,

Cri: square.
S W °significance,

26 45

/ 27 40 .00'

21 26 11

Year NE , MW

1973 42 34

1975 20 25

1977 26, 31

TABLE IV.9: PERCENTAGE FOR WHOM RACE DOMINANT IN CHOICE OF
FRIENDS AND ACTIVITIES BY GEOGRAPHICAL REGION

chi square :
Year NE-' SW S W Significance

1973 36 40

1975 27 29

1977 ,22 '25.

40 58

24 301 .75

14 20. .00

ti
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In light of the literature on difference between resi-

dential And non-residential colleges,6 the number of stu-
dents living on campus should also be important. In this
area the West qtands apart with,far fewer students on cam-
pas (see Table IV.12).

iS

In addition, some at.tenti n should be given to socio-
economic factors and to the p ssibility that problems in
the West are related to low socioeconomic status. In this
case, however, the hypothesis is not supported.. In fact,
thellest was second in family income over $10,000 in 1973
and first in that category in 1975 when the interim follow-
up was done. But in' 1577, when the situation was brighter
inthe'West, the region had the fewest students with family
income over $10,000 (see 'Table IV.13). 'Perhaps even more
surprising, more studgfts in the West consistently had par-
ents with college education (see Table IV.14).

i
.

,Regional differedces emerge again in the prevalence of
racial discrimination at colleges. Once again ehe West
leads in an Undesirable category; It is the only regiOn in

-----TABLEPh-1-8rPERCENTAGTIVIIMEXCELLENT ACADEMIC
° PREPARATION BY GEOGRAPHICAL REGION

chi .6quare
Year NE MW S W significance

1973 :".. 10 11 11 __,-8- --

1975 ,14 -'16 f 14 10 :00

1977 16 12 19 6 .00-

TABLE IV.11: PERCENTAGE WITH GOOD ACADEMIC PREPARATION
BY GEOGRAPHICAL REGION

Year

1973

1975

1977

. -

chi square
NE MW S W significance

36 : 33 53 29

53 39 42 38 00

39 34 51 46 .00

54
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which 50 percent or more of respondents in all three surveys
reported being victims of discrimination at their colleges
(see Tabler IV.15). On the other hand, there has been a
steady, though slight, decrease in the incidence of disciim-
iria'tion in the West from 1973 to 1977. There has, however;

-.been less progress in the critical area of discrimination by
faculty (see Table fV,.16).

Year

1973

1975

1977

TABLE 1V.12: 'PERCENTAGE IN .INTERRACIAL DORM
BY'GEOGRAPHIC REGION.

'

chi square
N14 MW S W significance

.33 63 62 11

62 64 70 32, .00

72; 49 65 22 ,

t

TABLE IV.13: PERCENTAGE WITH FAMILY INCOME $10,000 OR MORE
BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION

chi square
Year NE MW S -W significance

1973 46 48 34 46 .

1975 59 ' 55 41 66 .:00

1977 64 68 59 '58 .01 ..

TABLE IV.14: PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS HAVING AT LEAST ONE
PARENT WITH SOME COLLEGE EDUCATION BY
REGION

chi square
Year NE MW S W Significance

1973 34 45 36 57

1975 40 47 ,45 63 .02.

1977. 39 57 40^ 56 .00

55
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Because there are indications of improvement i\ the
West, the region which causes greatest concern,is the-Mid-
west. . In almost all cases in the Midwest there is move-
ment, and the movement is' in a negative direction. After
ranking third in dissatisfied students in both 1973' and
1975, the Midwest moved to first position in 19771. (,'see

Table IV.8). Similarly, the Midwest moved from second to
first with the most students for whom race determined the
choice of friends and activities (see Table IV.9).

While the Midwest was'experiencing thd problems docu-
mented above, three changes were occurring which help ex-
plain the other changes. The Midwest slipped in terms of
excellent and good academic- preparation (see Table ,IV.10
and IV.11).. It moved from. second to firstr,as the region
with most racial discrimination (see Table IV.15). Perhaps
equally important is the movement from, first to third place
in, terms of the, proportion of students living On campus
(see Table IV.12).

What about socioeconomic Status?. Between 103 and
1977 the Midwest moved from second to 'first in terms of
parental education, and it was first in family incomes over
$10,000 both in 1913-and 1977 (see. Table IV.13 and IV.14):

a Apparently the ,traditional advantages of family income and
education are not overriding at this level.

won;
TABLE IV.15: PERCENTAGE OF VICTIMS OF DISCRIMINATION AT

? COLLEGE BY REGION
e

chi square
Year NE MW S W' significance

1973 46 50' 43 59

1975 37 45 44, 57 .01
,

1977 -48 62 40 50 .00

a
TAPLE'IV.16: (P,ERCENTAoE EXPERIENCING DISc.RIMINATION BY

FACULtY,BY REGION

Ysor NE MW

1973 49 35

1975

1977

chi square'
S H1 significance

42.

35 45 46, 59 .04

56
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it, therefOre, appears that the West succeeded in mov-
ing out of last place as a region for blacks to pursue col-
lege degrees less because of positive deveApMents there
than becaue of negative developments in the Midwest. Any-
one who is involved with higher education- in the Midwest
should be concerned about the deteriorating situation in
that region.

'People in,,the.Northeast, on the other hand, should be
tncouraged that their region is doing well and moving in a
positive direction. As ,the tables indicate, the Northeast
has progressed after some over - publicized mis-steps in the
early 1970's and now has the secondmost positive profile
.for black. undergraduates%

Through a process of,elimiriation it is cleat'that the
most favorable regional profile to be- found 'in the
South'. It consistently has: admitted the fewest "special"
'candidates;, it had virtually none by 1977 (see'Table IV.7).
It also rankedlast in numbers of'disstisfied students and
in students for ,whom race was the dominant factor in selec-
tion of friends in ,two of the three surveys (see Tables
IV.8 and IV.9). -

WV' has the 'experience of black' undergraduates been
most pdsitive.in,the South? The South ranke4 first or.se-
cond in all survey6 both on excellit and good academic
preparation°(see.Tables IV.10 and-W.11). It also was the
Only region with over 60 percent of respondents living in
interracial dorms in all 'three surveys (see Table iV.12).
In addition, the South was fourth .or third in prevalence of
racial discqyanation on campus (see Table IV.15).

, it should be noted that the positive' profile in the
South exists even though it was atIthe-hOttom in terms of
socioeconomic status. In each survey.it had fewest with
family incomes over $10,600 'and ranke'd,third in parental
college education.

. .

The concluding remarks on ,egional variation in the
report nn. Stag of this study remain appropriate.

.4

Fortunately, most of the-di-dtinctive positive charac-
teristics of colleges in the South are not exclusively
the result -of its peculiar history. They can be re-
produced in any of the other regions through altera-
tigns in 'the way black; students are perceived, re-
cruited 'and treated.7
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OTHER COLLEGE CHARACTERISTICS

Some characteristics ;of colleges, unlike geographic
region, selectivity, and sponsorship, seemed to have less
influence on the success' of black Students in 1977 than
they had 'in 1973. For example, /the magnitude of black en-
rollment and the relative proximity to a major urban area
becairie virtually irrelevah.t to the experiences of black
students. Because most colleges have more than_ a token
number of blacks but h4ve stabilized their black enrollment:
at,lest than 10 perceni, it ts not surprising that differ-
ences in the size of black student groUps make only a minor
impact on the students. Being .at a college with an eight
percent rather'than a six percent black student enrollment
probably does not register. in 'the consciousness of most
students. On'the other hand', it is somewhat surprising
(very surprising to some) that a.nopmetropolitan location
is not'as unattractive as many have alleged.

Location simply will not suffice to explain why only
small numbers of'blacks enroll at a partitular institution.
Only one-quarter ,(versus 17 percent, in other subtypes of
colleges) of students in nonmetropolitan colleges feel neg-
atively abOut the AindAbf plate .in which the, college is
located. Moreover, n6nmetropolitarroolleges in 1977 had
fewer ,dissatisfied students than the other types of col-
leges (see Table IV.17). 2c

As the table also indicates, colleges in major cities
have not changed at all since 1973 in the proportion of
dissatisfied blacks in theireStudent bodies. In the other
types of colleges, however,..the proportionof dissatisfied
black students has decreased dramatically; in rural loca-
tions the percentage has been halved.,

Perhaps the.Mot significant factor in explaining the
6 advantage_ held by city collepes,in 1973 was ,the fact that

they had done better than other colleges in attracting
black faculty members and admihistrators. As Wable-IV.18
shows, this advantage, at least in the perception of black
_students, had disappeared by 1977.

TABLE IV.17: 'PERCENTAGE DISSATISFIED STUDENTS
BY LOCATION OF COLLEGE

1973 1977 L77. Signif.
Major urbartl,college . 30 29

Other urbanr c P liege 40 . 25
4

Non-urban college 42 22

'o,

5s
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Clearly, no 'type of predominantly white college has
reason to rejoice about its record regarding black employ-
ment. In all types of institutions increasing percentages
of black students cite.this as a negative characteristic;
80 percent of_ black students complain?about it. It should
be noted,, however, that in rural colleges the" increase has
been slight, while in .urban colleges it has been more than
50"A"rcent. Apparently the early promise indicated-by em-
ployment of those first blacks tias not been fulfilled. The
reception black,facUlty members receivedon white campuses
would not lead many of them to defend the colleges' ef-
forts.

An important disadvantage for the college in a major
urban area is the financial status of its students.. Many-
more students in those colleges than elsewhere have to work
long hours to make ends meet. Students, with jobs for
twenty-one to forty hours a'week were 33 percent of those
in major urban colleges, 11 percent in other urban colleges
and nine percent of those in noi- metropolitan cone*.
Predictably,.twice'as large a proportion of students ,inma-
jOr urban colleges as elsewhere cited financial problems as
a concern.

Another majc4r disadvantage attribpted to urban insti-
tutions involves dIgcrimination'against students by faculty
members. In 1977 a majority of students (53 percent) re-
ported such discrimination' in only one sub-type of College
according to loCati,on: colleges in majogrurban areas. The
_othersub-types had 37 percent experiencing discriminatiOn
in other-urban colleges and 42 percent in non=metropolitan
colleges.

Although there are as noted above, few areas where
level of black enrollment makes much' difference, to black
student it, is worth commenting about some_of them. One
such a ea is the -feeling by black students that they have

TABLE PERCENTAGE OF BLACK STUDENTS CITING
SCARCiTY OF BLACK FACULTY MEMBERS/
ADMINISTRATORS AS('ik NEGATIVE
CHARACTERISTIC BY LOCATION OF
COLLEGE

1973
Major urban college 5L

Other urban college' 64

Non-urban college 76.

59

977
83

86

79
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been victims of racial:discriminition at .college. In 1973
that feeling was more prevalent in institutions with higher
black enrollment (see Tab,le-IV.19). By 1977 the pittrn
had been reVersed,(71and students in low black enrollment in-
stitutiont were more likely to feel racial discrimination.
I.1..,appears that having substantial,' bat' no' longer increas-
ing and therefore no longer,threatening, numbers of blaCk
studentwmakes it possible for discrimination to subside
slightly or for blacks to feel secure .enough to ignore it.
In colleges %witli small numbers of black students where
their presence remains something of a,novelty, six out of
ten experience discrimiAation. .

More important to the experience of black, students,
however, is the source of the discrimination. Unfortu-
nately, the _Most damaging kind of discrimination--tbat from
faculty members--appears to increase,as black enrollmegt
increases (see Table IV.20). In fact, the group of 'stu-
dents reportingdiscrimination from faculty members is al-
most twice as large in, institutions with high black enroll-
ment as in those with low.

n

TABLE IV.19: PERCENTAGE FEELING IMPACT OF RACIAL
DISCRIMINATION BY. LEVEL OF BLACK
ENROLLMENT

a
4

T e of Institution 1973 1977 '77 Si nif. .01

.Low black enrollment "36

Medium black enrolluient' 53 47

Hi h black enrollment 50 46

I
TABLE IV.20: TYPE OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

- EXPEkIENCED IN .;97.7
BY LEVEL OF BLACK ROLLMENT

Percentage black enrollment
Low .Med. High

f

-Faculty discrimination

Harassment by students!
and others

34 45 63

35 17 6

,60
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414Another area where high black enrollment had'an ex-
pected result, in 1977, ,(but not in 1973) is in decreasing
feeling that the college is unresponsive to the,needs of
black students. Because there was a'substantial majority
in all three surveys who felt that black enrollment should
be highe, it follows that those colleges with more black
students' should be' seen as more responsive. As Table IV:21
shows, however, this was not the case in .1973.

In attempting to understand the changes between 1973
and 1977, it'is helpful to note that the composition of the
high black, enrollment category changed significantly.
.Along with urban, non-selective, public institutions some
non-metropolitan, highly selective, private institutions
attained the high enrollment level. this was the result of
carefully designed and persistent efforts by the 'latter
type of institution to enroll more black students.

Also, in 1977 colleges with low black enrollment were
not enrolling students primarily frdin secondary schools
which were predomihantly black. Six colleges in the.1977
sample,had 50 percent or more of theii black students from
secondary schools which were less than 25 percent black.
Three of those colleges had low black enrollment, and the
other three had middle -level black enrollment. Therefore,
students at-these colleges already had had experience coe-
ing with oVerhelmingly white enVironments.. Their reports
of racial discrimination on campus and the lack of college
responsiveness to black needs were not the result of mis-
conceptions resulting from lack of experience in dealing
with the majority.

TABLE IV.21: PERCENTAGE WITH NEGATIVE REACTION
TO
BY

RESPONSIVENESS OF COLLEGE
LEVEL OF BLACK ENROLLMFNT

Type of Institution 1973 1977 '77 Signif. = .02

Low black enrollment 53 72

Medium black enrollment 72
I

High black.enrollthent 65 60

61
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1) Clark' and Plotkin!d 1963 study. reached a Similar
conclusion.

2)Peterson et al., 1978, p. 168.
3) See Boyd's Change article, 1977',,on SAT scores.
.4) Peterson et al., p. 4j. :

5) Ballard, 1973, p. 52;
6) Astin,- Four Critical Years, 19 r example:
7) Boyd, Desegregating America's Col eges, 1974.
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CHAPTER 5 : IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Predominantly white olleges must plan for the second
decade, of expanded' black participation,ratifer than dries'
into it as many did ten, years ago. This study was de-,
signed to -aid the planning process. As Peterson et al.
documented in a study designed to assess the responses of
institutions of higher education to the challenge of in-
creasing black enrollments, ,those institutions which deyel-
oped a plan, however hastily, did, better in the first de-
cade of campus integration than thOse which only reacted to
dramatic events.

r,
Peterson et al. also noted that the likelihood' of

planned response was, -higher in more selective institu-
tions.

Planning for this important so4al change...wassevi-
dently limited. Anticipatory 'or planned responses
which predated black enrollment increases were ex-
tremely limited. Explicit statements of enrollment
goals and anticipated prograMS were apparent in only
the three adaptive institutions... The experiences- of
these three -institution's reflect a pattern which may
be typical of more prestigious institutions with ba-
sically supportiveenvironments for 'social issues and
strong institutional governance_mechanisms.1

The -ABC study saw the results of this pattern in the more
favorable experience of students at those selective insti-
tutions.

k,

One purpose of this study was to provide a -factual
framework within,which effective planning could take place..
The study isan historical record of the college experience
of the first generation of black students to have full ac-
ce$s bp the widp spectrum of Majority-education., Our find-
ings often contradict journalisticiand more narrowly fo-
cused scholarly reports of that' eriod-Of integration.
These data should help colleges.to analyze their perform-

during that period' and to preparefor change which
wild becost-effective. This.isolation of variables which
are important to students should prevent wasted effort on 5-
meaningless-or peripherally importantz, change. The data
also sho0.0 help-collegeS select students'who'are likely to
take best adV,antage of each institution's offerings ana're-
spond.to the needs of a broader range of black, students:

The approach suggested is an informed answer to spe-
cial admission. at does 'not appear profitable to .admit
large numbers of poorly 'qualified, students and then try to
prepare them for Chp experience they already are having.
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Instead, colleges can decide'wittvreasonable expectati of
success to establish policies* to enroll more black'ttu ents'
who are ready for the type of educational experience 3they
offer.

New data and-understanding from experience can lead to
institutional/changes so that blacks become satisfied, per-
manent, and active components of the college network. Now
that the effort to cope with the -unknown and the
frightened attempts to wrestle with the crises-which fol-
lowed have been accomp ished, more reasoned approaches are'
in order.. It is s rprising that academic institutions,
bastions of ratio ity, did not move in this direction
sooner. Most institutions saw a need to take steps to deal
with tensions.

T he paradox is that, despite this reported concern,
not one of the institutions attempted, to ascertain in
a systematic way what made it more or less/attractive
to black students or-bow black students'. .perceptions
of the institutions differed from those of white stu-
dents.2

...

In planning, colleges should take advadageof the're-
sources of their faculties which were of used or were not
available 10 years ago. The actors in

othe,,,
as of the

xrsrlate-1960's 'and'early-1970's were aimst to lu ively stu-
dents, administrators, and trustees. 3 Faculty members
usually opted out or were excluded by black students vibe'
were aware that it was easier to deal- with/get concessions
from administrators than from the faculty. What was not
appareiiit-to black students of that era was the need to ex-
pand that strategy. Administrators could offer life-saving
first aid, but substantial faculty cooperation was needed
to implement basic' changes in the treatment of blacks in
the classroom, in employment practices, or in curriculum.

,

'In 1969 most predominantly white'colleges had no black
faculty member. As a result, no knowledgeable, adult
blacks were ,part of early planning.ana reacting of these
institutions. By 1979 there: were black faculty members on
most college campuses. Some of 'them, repretnting diverse
viewpoints, should be invol /ed in planning-,foitbp 1980's.

The place to start intelligent planning is a review
and assessment of the current situation. How much has,been
achieved at a particular institution? If goals for.,.in-
creased black enrollment were set, have they been met? Is
an upward trend in'black enrollment and employment reaching
a plateau or even beginning a downward trend? As experi-
ence is gained, is the match between black students who are
admitted and their colleges improving? His the emergence

64
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of other concerns, such as ailfirmatiVe action.for Spanish-
speaking people, been added Co, or has it diluted, concern
for blacks? Are the issues which most concern black stu-
dents,:changing?

If coll' get officials coo not wish to devote time to
this. kind o review, they may once again lose control of
events. A we reach the tenth anniversary of the various
protests and bdilding takeovers by black students, the cur-
rent generation of black studeis will be-looking back and
perhaps romanticising the protestors. They may,'also con-
clude, if there are no indicators to the-contrary, that 'the
only way, at the most effective way, td get responsiveness.
from the colleges is through demOnstrations. In another
scenario black applications for admission simply decrease
sharply as potential students conclude that neither acqui-
escence nor demonstration hastens change.

Complacency is not an appropriate reaction for predom-
inantly white colleges at this time'. Although the e)0.s-
tence of over one hundred predominantly black colleges
makes it unnecessary for blacks to .be represented'in pre-
dominantly white colleges to the degree to which they are
in the population, higher levels must be obtained than
those which currently prevail. The efforts necessary to
increase black enrollment need not be as expensive as they
were 10 years ago in terms of financial aid, special sup-
portive services, and special facilities, but colleges will
have to commit sizable amounts of scarce resources to this
important activity.

.Similarily, efforts to recruit minority fadulty mem-
bers and administrators will require commitment of resour-
ces, but not at 'the level which was necessary ten.years
ago. The scarcity of black Phid:'s has sliOtly'eased
Since 1969, as college freshmen ,f 1969 or 1970 are old
enough now to have obtained graduate degrees. Moreover, it
is possible now in mosti-cases for a black academic to con-
sider a position without all the extra problems attendant
to being a "first black" or a pioneer.

In conducting both recruitment of faculty, and re=
cr6itment and admission of Students, colleges can be con-
siderably less defensive about their locations or sizes:
There are blacks of all ages who prefer the countryside to
the .city as well as some who fit the stereotype of the big-.
city dwellers who cannot get to sleep unless they can see
a neon sign. In the same way, blacks vary greatly in terms
of the scale of institution they prefer.

,11

The data compiled here show the diversity of black-
student,interests, backgrounds, and achievements. Colleges

'65
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wishing to appeal to blacks would do well to emphasize, as
they do with whites,, the excellence of their programs`.
This study shows the proportional success of students who
selected their college because of the institution's academ-
ic reputation. Black students rated good academic reputa-
tion as most impdrtanC

while white ,students perceived the black students as
placing less emphasis on (this). The imiaication, of
course, is that greater attention- to black students'
academic interests should be a major concern. `This
requires a response from faculty and department-level
academic programs--a level at which...the institutions
have not been particularly responsive.4

(.;

Students who respond to the program a'college offers
consider -many factors; two are extremely important to,

blacks and probably not so important to whites. Black stu-
dents look for-the absence of discrimination and .the pre-
sence of black faculty members and administrators as evi-
dence of integration whici extends beyond enrollment sta-
tistics. '

Colleges, especially highly selective ones, need to
counter the spreading impression that they are not so eager
to have black students as they were a few years ago. Black
students, their teachers, and their counselors hear .stories
about decreasing numbers of black applicarits,- declining
bladk enrollments, tighter financial aid, and overreactions
to the Bakke case. Encouraging more black students- with
high ability to seek places at top colleges should,be given
high priority by black`_ opinion- leaders as well as officials
of predominantly white.collegeb. As this study shows,
these institutions produce a high proportion of black stu -'
dents bound for graduate chool and professional careers.
Those colleges, therefore, have a key role inelimiftating
the shortages ofblack professionals about which to much
has-been said and written.-

This study also indicates that highly selective Col-
leges can do something to help increase their,pool of in-
terested, well prepared applicants by encouraging (or even
participating in) efforts to increase black enrollment in
private ,secondary schools (and integrated honors, pu4lic,
high schools).. When black students enter this kind of sec-
ondary school, they take a,timely first step on the path
which leads most directly to professional careers. Cur-,
rently, most highly selective colleges,have higher levels
of-black-enrollment than dd these 'feeder schools, so there
is much room for improvement.. The return can be high on a
limited investment of time and money in: the.area of in-
creasing enrollment in.private secondary schools.
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Sithilarly, pre- college,or summer programs designed to
help.black,students understand various career opportunities
and the methods of .preparing for them can help recruitment
and retention of the most promising students. Many of tai
attempts of the early '1970'-s to provide' this kind of
grounding failed. Either they simply could not providthe
help needed,, or they did it in such a way that it was pro-
hibitively expensive. . Locating students with real interest
and probability' of,,College attendance, and providing rele-vant material canje more cost - efficient than trying.to,'es-
tabl'ish meaningful contact in dozens of areas or attempting
to prpvide an entire secondary education in three months.

As more blacks are on campus, +this study confirms,
soMe_other problems have to b taddressed. Foremost among
them areare 'racialacial discrimina

con
from faculty members and a

tendency for black and whit students to -avoid experiences
which can help them develop mutual. understanding which Will
be critical in later life: Administrators, especially
presidents, should consider creating occasions for con-
structive'exchange between faculty leaders and black stu-
dents reflecting the diversity of black students on,campus
in terms of major's, career plan's,' and extracurricular pur-
suits.- Similar opportunities for exchange between black
and white students also' would be he]pfu1'. .

..

Trustees can pray a constructive role. As they search
for presidents,, trustees of prestigious. private colleges

'should consider-following the lead of a few respeoted pub-
lic. .institutions and The Ford , Foundation in closing
blaCks. The second decade of substantial biaCk involvement
with predominantly' white colleges should. mot end as the
firsti-did--before the selection of a singlg black td. lead a

. top private 'college. There now are 'enough blacks who are
both interested -and qualified to, make such a chOice,possi-
ble:'...' . ° . , . r..

. More geaeralLy,.colleges must reach beyond cOrisideing
4.,, blacks'almost exclusively for "black" jobs. When almost

every .college hag Or some years had.at least a black in
the 'admissions .office,. when 'till?. substantial nUmbets of
blacks becoMe head' of admissions offices? There 'has been

.. ProgrOs. Many colleges 'now give their black admissions
'16officecs a broader IJortfqlio than just minority. recruit-

ment. A similar'.pattern'has been established in deans'. of-
cfices. Intprestingy, however, one Ivy. League college flas
had a black Dean. of the (entire)tCollege and another Ivy
League college has a blaO,k Dean of (all)" Students': Other
insti3Otions need to follow the example. The same pattern
exists-in'faculties.. the'4980's are late' in the game for
blacks to'be 'dhoe'n to chair departments other than Black
Studies, Those institutions which make positivp steps in

1
.

.
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these areas and make them known to black students, their
.parents,'and their'sg4dance counselors will have substan-
tial.recruit.ing advantages.

We are entering a crucial third phase in the desegre-
gation of Amerfan higher education. The first phase of
(1969-73)'prgduced -many false starts, some dramatic set-
backs,and considerable progresss. In the second phase
(1974-79) most co;.1qges settled into a reasonably. comfort-
able groove asgaips of the first-half-decade were consoli-
dated.. The. key .question for the third phase is whether
that groove will{ become a rut. During' this phase it will
be determined whether predominantly white colleges can Com-
plete the journey to becoming truly integrated institu-
tions.,

0

3iminished'tensions and development of more realistic
perspectives 'among college 'officials and black students
about what, rate of change is feasible are not ends in them-
serves., o the clutter of rhetoric and mis-
guided activities which roliterated in the early 1970's
needs toibe followed by a ire'ction of energies to the
solutipn of fundamental problem which are now more clear-
ly viggible.

4

'We can discard that misguided pair of assumptidhs that
. blacks 'were unqualified academically and that their pres-

s 41,::?olild.undermine, academic standards. Black-student
have been able and willing in increasing numbers to do the
work at predominantly white colleges. They can also enrich

s, ad to pressure for changes which can and does en=
The presence of black. students can and

doe
haric$ the putsuit of greater' understanding of and solutions
to basic problems in American society.

Like other institutions in the society, colleges haze
responded to black demands forfuIl participation'00.1nar:ily
with btead and circuses rather than w' fOndame .alter-
ations. The report On the fist stage th. 'dy rioted
that colleges had been working hardest to meet the- lowest-
level needs of black students. These needs

involve minor Institutipnal AdjUstments sig-
nifY nothing more than anew tokenism. The needs are
.;special social -and political channels which.ease the
adjustment of black students to important-aspects of
college life in addition to the academic ones.--All-
black lounges, centers, or dorms and special enter=

-"tainment or cultural budgets and/or .events are exam-
ples of 'the Apcial needs. -Special recruitment, Advis-
ing and counseling or disciplinary channels are exam-
pies of political .needs.5 .
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since then many of the special channels 'which were Created
have been closed or restricted This might be a 'positive
step if it. means attention is ng shifted to higher pri-
ority needs.

It is appropriate.to note, as has been done in this
'reOrt, that dissatisfaction among blaCk students is de-
creasing in many areas: On the other hand, only 10 percent
of students,were very satisfied with their overall college
experience,by 1977. If progress is made in meeting the
higher priority needs of black students,, that proportion
should grow substantiallS, in the coming years.

This report examines education. It is fair to admit
that academia cannot be made responsible for-changing so-
ciety t is necessary to recognize that lack of progress
111-6ther a s of society affects progress, or the lack of
it, at colleg s and universities and that the reverse of
-that statement also is true.

This study,should contribute some basis for comparing
periods and establishing.trends. It suggests the attitudes
which black graduate's will take -with them into wider so-
ciety. Wi%h greater numbers of blacks, at highly selective
colleges assuming membership in black organizations than
those: at less prestigious institutions, it would be wise
for whites to anticipate and accept racial, consciousness
among black professionals. Understanding the small and
shrinking separatist feeling among blacks would help whites'
accept black racial affirmation without fear.

The question of class versus racial identity is of
great interest to students of politics, sociology, and psy-
`chology as well as ttlack journalists. Blacks attaining
high educational and economic status in the near future
will continue to represent only a tiny portion of the total
population or of the black populatjion. On the other hand,
they are a large percentage of potential black leaders. If
tlyeir allegiance is to class alone,' whom does this leave to
identify and articulate needA and strengths in the black
community? Who will organize, lead, and lend support to
projects, activities, and institQtions which benefit the
black community?

It may be time to employ Jewel Gibbs' frameWork
challenge the notion of class.in America. Perhaps racial
identity can no longer be considered a strong determinant
of class. In the past blacks and 'whites probably considr
ered that membership in the black race determined lower
status, although whites could belong to any class. Dis-
tinctions among blacks along claSs lines were real and were
based on education, iiicome and famil', but not.on social
position in the white-dominated larger society. Now that
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blacks do succeed, relative to whites as well as relative
to each other, opportunity for membership'in larger class
structures becomes reality. If, however, as Ms. Gibbs sug-
gests and as this study confirms, educated. middle -class
blacks affirm their racial identity, the elite would appear
to have strong ties to a majority of blacks of other
classes.

The findings of this'study have important implications
for anyond involved with the education of black -undergra-
duates in predominantly 4bite colleges. The study sheds'
light on two basic typesi, of questions. First, _how' can
larger numbers ofblack students be enrolled in predomi-
nantly white institutions which are appropriate for them?
And second, how can the benefits of such enrollment be max-
imized?

0

Cleatly, in the short run, black enrollment will
crease only if special recruitment efforts are made. Less
clear is exactly which-efforts are fruitful and deserve ,em-
phasis: Frequently the success or failure of a recruitment
program....rhas depended s'or.- the personal qualities of one
black member of the college's admissions, staff whose re-
sponsibility is minority recruitment. This approach has
several pitfalls:

1) Because such an assignment offers few possibilities,
for career development, it is difficult to attract
or to hold for more than a year or two people with
the requisite personal qualities, -

2) Inadequate emphasis on strategy and tactics includ-
ing full use of the institution's regular recruit-
ment network often undermineg or weakens the effec-
tiveness,of even the best recruiter.

3) As time passes, this approach conveys an increa-
singly, inappropriate separateness about `the sta-
tus of blacks at the .institution.

It is time for, institlitions which have tens and even
hundreds of volunteers involved in recruiting and assisting
applicants tq use part of all qf those `resources for Minor-
ity recruitment. If one, person and possibly a handful of
black alumni are responsible for black recruitment it is
clear thaty,the institution -has a quite limited (though pos7
sibly very real) commitment to encourage black enrollment.

As other resource people are involved they must be
trained to avoid a separate and sometimes contradictory
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."pitch" to black candidates than the One 6e white stu-
dents. For example,°the physical settin of some rural'
colleges is treated as a cause for an apology to bladk stu-
dents byt.as.one,of the institution's, most attractive fea-
tures for white students. , In addjtion, often it is the
case tht.black candidates are sought almost exclusively. in
feeder schools Which are different from those which'consis-
tently produce white candidates, an approach that is More
and more inappropriate as desegrgation ofall types of
"secondary schools proceeds.

As is the case with white students, the critical fac-
tor in recruitment over the long run is the record of simi-
lan students,,who previously attended the institution. For
this and many other obvious reasons, emphasis must be
placed on what happens to black students after they enroll.
Since the firstexperience of these students when they ar-
rive on campus often is a separate orientation for black
studehts, it is ironic-that there is so.much anxiety about
the alleged tendency to maintain n-separate patterns of ac-
tivity as undergraduate,s. In other. words, colleges must
p vide gmodei of what they want -- separate recruitment,
o ientatiOn, assignment of black roommates for freshten
year, activities,loudgets, etc. are hardly inducements for
black students td consider themselves regular members of a
college community. The structural patterns established
and endorsed by an institution send a message to black stu-.

dents, and that message too often has been, "we are not.
sure you will fit in here.°

Recommendations which are presented in thks report
shOuld be understood in that context. Prophecies about the
lack of interest of black students in an institution or
about their'lack of interest in beco-ming fully involved in
the institution are likely to become at least partially
self-fulfilling. More and more colle44s fortunately are
realizing that policies developed in the 1960's to deal
with a new set of circumstances probably need revision for
the 1980"s:.

Although state and national policies are outside the
scope of this study, the same logic can and shoUld be ap-
plied to them. The emphasis of these policies and the mes-
sages they convey both to institutions and to black stu-
dents deserve reconsideration.

Black students' and adults need to see clear iodicar
tions that they are welcome at white Colleges. They also

need to see that there is commitment to changing, historical
reality'so that "'predominantly white', ceases, to imply do-
minated by whites".6
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APPENDIX

EPC's study of-black undergraduates in white colleges
was based on completed interviews at 40 colleges and univer-
sities. .

During 'each' stage of the study the goal was to,. inter-
view 20, black undergraduates at ,each .of 40 colleges.. The
average total achieved was 785. The minor shortfalls were
due primarily to actual black enrollment totals in -sothe re-
sidential colleges which were lower than those reported, or
to difficulty in locating non - residential students on vari-
ous campuses for interviews. k

Selection of the Institqtions

The _sampling universe covered all .four-year colleges
and universities in the continental Uhited States with 51

*percent or more white' enrollment. The, institutions were
stratified by ,sponsorship (public or private). Within each
of those strata, a second stratification was based on size
(smallest total enrollment-to largest).* Within each of
the resulting strata, a third stratificatioj was based on
the percentage of, black enrollment (lowest to 'highest).t

'"*`Within each of the final strata,, the institutions were ar-
rayed by geographic location. Selectipn of the colleges
and universities where interviews were to be condpcted was
completed by picking randomly within each stratifidation.

Selection of the Respondents

At each insti on quotas were established for a mini-
mum number of resp ndents from each college year (freshman,
sophomOte, etc.). n addition, interviewers'were instructed
to choose randomly within class-year strata or to seek di-
versity in sex, college major, and.extracur- ricular inter-
ests if a list of blatk students could not be obtained.

Lists of colleges selected for each stage, of the study
and a copadf the 1977 questionnaire follow.

4!!"

* Small: 0-4,999; Medium: 5,000-9,999; Large: ,10,0b0+.
t Low: Up to 2.0%; Medium: 2.1%-4.0%; High: 4.1% and

*over.
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STAGE ONE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Ball State University; Indiana, public
California State University (Hayward), California, public
Campbell College, North Carolina, private
Central Connecticut State College, Connecticut, public
Clarion State College, Pennsylvania, public
Cleveland State University, Ohio, public
Delaware ValleyCollege of Science and Agriculture,

,Pennsylvania, private
Drexel UniversIty, Pennsylvania, private'
Eastern Michigan University, Michigan, public
Furman University, South Carolina, private
Gardner-Webb College, North Carolina, private
Heidelberg College, Ohio, private
Long Island University, New York, public
Newark State College, New Jersey, public
North Adams State College,' Massachusetts, public
Ohio StAe University, Ohio, public
Oregon State-University, Oregon, public
Parsons College, New York, private
.Rider College, New Jersey private
Rutgers University, New Jersey, public 7
Sam Houston State University, Texas, public
St. Cloud State University, Minnesota, public
Southwest Missouri State-College, Missouri, public
Tulane University, Los, Angeles, private
Unix/ersity of California (Berkeley), California, public
University of Cincinnati, Ohio, public
University of Denver,-Colorado, public
University of Detroit, Michigan, public
University of Georgia, public
University of Michigan, public
University of Minnesot4, public
University of San Franpisco, Calfornia, public
University of South Carolina, public
University of Southern Mississippi, public,
University Of Texas (Austin), Texas; public
University of Virginia, public.
University of Wisconsin, public,
;Valparaiso University, Indiana, private
Washington University, Missouri, private
Willilm Paterson College, New Jersey; public

1
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STAGE TWO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Albion College, Missouri, private
American International College, Massachusetts, private
Auburn University, Alabama, public
Bradley University, Illinois, private

,

California State College (Humboldt), California, public
City College of New York, public
College of Wobster, Ohio, private
Eastern Connecticut State College,' Connecticut, public
Eastern WashingtonState College, Washington, public
Edinboro State College, Pennsylvania, public
Emory University, Georgia,,private.
Gonzaga University/Whitworth College, Washington, private
Gustavus Adolphus College, Minnesota, private
Harvard University, MassachuSett , private

yer
Henderson State College, Arkans s, public.
Ithaca College, New York, pri to
MacMurrary College, Illinois, private
Marshall University, West Virginia, public
Purdue University, Indiana, public
Sam Houston State 'University, Texas, public
Samford University, Alabama, private
St. John's University, New York, private
Stanford University, California, private
Tennessee Technical University, Tennessee, public
Trinity College, Connecticut, private
University of Alabama, public
University of California (Davis), California; public
University of Delaware, public ,

University of Illinois, public
.

University of. Massachusetts (Amherst), Massachusetts,
public .

University of Minnesota', public --.

University of Missouri (St. fbUis), Missouri, tivablic
University of North Carolina, public
University of Notre Dame, Indiada, private
University of Oregon, public

,.
University of Pennsylvania, public
University of Southern Mississippi, public
University of Wisconsin (River Falls), Wisconsin, palic
Wayne State University, Oissouri,-public
Youngstown State University, Ohio, public

ISO.
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STAGE THREE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES f

Abilene Christian College, 'Texas, private
California State University (Chico State), California,

can public
Carleton College, Minnesota, private
Central Connecticut State College, Connecticut, public
Connecticut College, Connecticut, private
David Lipscomb College, Tennesdee, private
Drew University, New Jersey, private
Drexel University, Pennsylvania,"private
Duke University, North Carolina, private
Eastern Michigan University, Michigan,, public
Georgia State University, Georgia,' public
Gettysburg College, Pennsylvania, 'private
Hillsdale College, Michigan, priVate
Mankato State pniversity,'Minnesota, public
Metropolitan State College, Colorado, public
Northeastern University, Massachusetts, private
Northern IllinOis University, Illinois, public
Oberlin College, Ohio, private

4

Occidental College/ California, private
Ohio State University, Ohio, puipliC
Oregon State University, Oregon., public
Rockhurst,College, Missouri, private
State UniVersity of'New,York :(Cortland), New York, public
Tennessee Technological University, Tennessee, public
Texas A & I University, Texas, public
Univerdity of'Arkansas (Vayetteville), Arkansas, public
Universityof California (Berkeley), California, public
University of-Chicago, Illinoid, public
University of Kansas, public
University of Maryland, public
University of Massachusetts (Amherst), Massachusetts,

public
,

University of Nebraska (Lincoln), Nebrska, public:
University of Notre Dame, Indiana, private
Universityof Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, public
Unillersity of Rochester, New York, public
University of Southwestern Louisiana, public
University of Virginia, public _

UniVrsity of Washington, public
UniveTsity of WiscOnsin, public
Virginia Commonwealth'University, Virginia, public

F



SUMMARY OF FREQUENCIES From Stages I-III of ABC's Study of Black Undergraduates,

% of Respondents
1973 1975 1977

BACKGROUND
College & sec. sch./same region 78 75.3 72.4
Parents' income

less than $5,000 18 1/1.8 10.5
$5,000-9,999 , , .

36 20.0 19.7'
$10,000-14,999 25 25.2 17.2
$15,000-24,999 13 18.1 20.4
$25,000 and over 6 8.7 18.5

. Didn't know , 9.8
Wouldn't say 5.1 18.5

Parents who attended college
Both 16 20.8 22.2
Father only 10 / 9.4 11.6
Mother only 151 16.7 13.7
Neither 59 52.6 52.4

SECONDARY SCHOOL
.

Affiliation .

Public 4 86.1 86.8
Private/Parochial 12.2 12.3
Did not answer .

. 0.9
' Racial composition

0-25% 'black . . 41.2 34.1
'I.° 26 -50% black 3.1 \ 25.8'

51-75% black 11.2 \ 10:3
76-100% black . 33.0 27.7

' Didn't know - .8(Didn't answer: 2.0)
Academic,reparation . -

'Excellent ,10 .. 14.0 14.0
Good 38 42.9 41.5
Fair. . .29 28.2 32.1
Poor f , '23 . 14.5/ 12.0

COLLEGE CHOICE
Important char. of colleIge

Academic reptatiob . 48 b 52.2 '64,4
. Finincial aid 53 42.0 39.2'

Proximity
%

50, $8.0 38.2
Lbw cost 19.2 17.2

. Get away from home 27.0 '32.8
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COLLEGE EXPERIENCE
Official special. admission
Received academic help
Major

Social sciences
Business
Education
Biological sciences
Engineering & math
Physical sciences
Health professions
English'
Fine arts
Black.studies if

Grades/average
A
A-
B+
B

.8-

C+

.C-

0

Likelihood of dropping out
Contact vv. faculty outside c
Classwork related only
Extra projects,'

*General academiaqapics.
Jobs/careers c
Social

More with black faculty
Little or none

Overall reaction
Very satisfied'
Somewhat satisfied
Dissatisfied

Negative characteristics v
Kind of place
Academic cur icullim
Size of cla es
Supportive ervices

0,*

84
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11. % of Respondents
1973 1975 1977

,
50

oh"
19.5 21.5

34 36.3 3R.2

17 30.6 25.3
15 15.3 22.1
15 11.1 '10.6
6 '10.4 9.5

5.4 6.1
1.7 1.9

3 6.1 5.1
4 5.6 7.3
4 4.3 2.8
1 1.0 0.6

1 .8
/

1.7 1.7
4.6 5110

25 24.3 /17J9
17.5 18.8
22.3 24.5

59 18.2 21.7

2.6
7 2.2 .9

23 19.6 28.4

36 31.2

20
6.0
11.0 28.6

fr--1714 5.7 11.7
16 20.4 32.2
22 7.8
40 46:2 47.3

8 9.4 9.7
56 63.6 62.8
36 26.9 25.8

30.3 19.0
18.9 13.2
21.5 18.1

27.3 27.1
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Negative characteristics (cont)
Percdntage black enrollment,

''Black fac. & admin. presence
AccesS of #ac. membs. &-adm.nors.
li)vert,lattempts at discim.

Discrimination victim .

Influence of race
Dominant .

Significant
Little.

Current housing
Interracial dorm
All-blacit or minority dorm
Prixate off-campusapt. .

Parents' home _
Preferred houting ,

Interracial dorm .

All-black or minority. dorm
Private apt.

111k
Parents', home

"Other .

Extracurricular activities
Black organization
Student government,
Athletics .

Radio, newspaper, etc.
Tutoring, advising
Clubs' or choir .

None

POST GOLLEGEgPLANS
Graduate:school
Work & grad school
Work

. Grad degree plan
M.D.
J.D:
M B Ag. .
Ottler-masters
Ph.D.

D.Ed. ,

Non-MD medical
D.D.S..

of Respondents
1973

.%

1975 1977

60 p75.9 77.7

.

.

60

42
,

8Q.4
31.1

8Z.9
22.3_

61 62.0 68.2
/ 49 43.9 50.4

°

41 27.3 20.3
27 / 29.0 33.8

.

31 43.4

i

45.5

* 48 60.1 ,54.4
4 3.8 2.7

24 22.9 29.0
18 11.5 9.5-

"7 Other: 4.1 /

. 20 29,8 2k4
15 7.6 :3

,:. 46,

9
58.5

'

61.9
4.1

2.7.

.

47 53.5 A 48.8
11

is
11.7. 11.7 .

30 42.7 45.6 u

4 6.8 __, 11.1
7 9.8 ,

21 24.8 30.1
, 25 13.0 19.2

45 45.5 38.6
10 19.0 23.8
34 27.8 _29.4

7.9 7.4
13.2 8.6
6.9 8.2

23.2 021.5'
6.5 PhD-tdDi
.4

1,9 1.9

.6 0.4

4.
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:
t of RespondAts

1973 - 1975 1977
'F'rNANCES

Major source of funds
Family 20 20.3 20.6

Scholarship from college 29 31.6 30.7

.-Scholarship from other source 16 12.2 12.5

Loan.from college 11 10.3 8.6
Loan from bell( 6 3.2 4.6
Loan from other source 3 ,2.2 1.8°

° Savings . 4 .3.3 , 2.0
Wages 6, 4:7 3.4
Vet's benefits 3 2.9 )3.6.

COncern About money 47 47'.1 19.0

4 Work 45.0 44.2

1
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4.

BACKGROUND
Home Area:

Large city
Small city
Suburban
Rural

College and
Sec. School in
Same Region

. Parents' Income: ,

Less than $5;000

$5,000-9,999.
$10,000-14,999
$15,000-24,999
$25,000 and over
Didn't know/

wouldn't say
Parents who attended
College:
Both.

Father only
Mother. only

I: Neither"

SECONDARY SCHOOL

1type:
Public
Private
Parochial

Racial composition:
0-011b4lack
26-60%.black
51-75% black
76 -100% ptlack

Academic Preparation:
Excel lent

GOA
Fair

00
, Poor

I

197 3
MS LS

10%
40
21
17

20%
35
26
12

6 fi

-

22 14
10

16 15
50, 62

1 1

i 7/-

* 1973: more. se ectiseiless selective; 1975

e

SELECTIVITY*

1

ig75s
63

'1975
HS LS

64% 62% e

19 22
10 8

6 7

't.

.00 61 82
...00

9 13
14 23
28 Z4
25- .15
14 7

10 17

.00
33 15
11 9
18 16
38 60

.00
'79 91
11 4

° 10 6
.02, ,

39 28
20 25

8 13
32 -34

321
__.

,.
.60
24
16

56
.

30
.14

,
:k.....1.

1977
77sig
.16

QiIS LS

71% 66%
29 34

64 80
.00

11 14
19 28
17 24
29 23

-24

.00
33 16
11 12

, 16 12
40 60

.00
82 91
18 9

.04 .

39 32
21 30
10 11
30 27

.06
)

17'
41

12
42

.
,

. 28
.

- 14
35
11 :

'9.1
,

1977:°.bighly:selectIve/1e'ss s-etextive ,

..
.

.
.
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f
-1* 2 t-

.-'
'.\

COLLEGE CHOICE : .
MS LS :

.
HS LS

. HS LS

,Guidince,Recei'ved -p

ConsidereOlack
Collegp .

.

..
.01. 59 67 .00 ,63 62

Important Character- .

iAtic, -of College: ,

. Atadeiiic reputation
,

Finapcial aid
Proximity_ to home

Low, cost,'
Get away from home

.00 70 45 .00 80 55
.03 48 ° 40 .00 49 34
.00 28 , 42 ,29 36 40
.00 7 ... 25 .00 '8 23

.01 34 -24 :27 3,0 34

COLLEGE EXPERIENCE
Official Special Ad-

0 '. .,

mission . /
.00 31 47 -.' '.93 22 21 ,

Received Academie Help ,.,...4 - .06 16 16 .11 43 37

'Major: . -. .
. . .00 .00

...

S-pcial Sciences 13 31 -32 22

Business . . 12 17 14 . s .27.'
. Education ' 5 ' 14 - 3 15 ,

Bio. SCiehtes .
18 8 14 , 7-

' Engineering& Math 4 6 . 9 - ' 44

Physical Sciences 3 1 , 4 1

....._ Health_Professions 4 6 6- .2 7

English , J 5 6 10 6

Fine: Arts 5. 4 2 ' 4

Black Studies 1 . -1 1. 0

Grades/Average: .00 . . .0o
-A

'1 4 1 1 o
,

A-' 60 3.' _. 1 2
..

2

B+
1 4 9 3 6 5.

'''B . 38 2-1 26 15

. 0- . 18 , 19 25. 1-7
, le

'C+
, 16 27 23 ;28

.t,
.

1
12 23 15 28

C- 2 -
2 2 3

.,
"

0
1 .

: )

0 .
:

Contact with Faculty
Outgide Class:

Je .

Classwork-relate'd only .14 35 30

Extra projects- ,, .04 9 5 . --A
Genpral academic topics .00 17 8 ..0 , .37. 23

92 (cont.)
..44. ./..

- .
. , . AV

- ,-;

.
, 3

. --.

.,

9
7



Jobs/careers
Social

More with black
faculty

Little or none
Overall Reaction:

Very satisfied
Somewhat 'satisfied

*Dissatisfied

Negative Characteristics:
Kind of place
Academic curriculum
Size of classes-
Supportive services,
Percentage black
enrollment

Black- faculty and
administra,tive

presence
Accessibility of

faculty and ad-
ministration
ert attempts to be

ponsive to needs
of blacks

Discrimination 'Victim
ro urce 'of Ditcrimination:

Faculty members
Influence of Race on

Choi ce, of Fri ends

and Activities: 4

Dominant

Si gni fi cant.
.

Little

Current Housing;
Interracial dorm
All -black or minority

dorm ,*

Private off-campus
' dorm ;

Parents' home

94 ...

to

0

.0D 12' 6

.01 39 49. b

,3,9'' '4\
11 '' 9

64 '64
25 28._ .

.00-'

.00,

,

.35 7 5 ',.74
-'.30. 23- 19 01

. ,
.00, 2-1, 35* - .00
.00' 19 19 .01
.34 24 21 .03
.49 27' 28 e.19

.02 82 74 ...01- .83

.12 . 78 82 . .85 -83 -84_

.00 31 32 .04 20 25

.00 66 62 ,05 73 67
.02 50 41 ..315,' 53_ ,49

37 23
27 30
36 47

71 56-

. 8 2

18 25.
.2 16'

p

.29

.00

.00 , a

12 11
38 28

41 51

11
66
23

17
12
18
24 .

20
14
18
29

37 44 53 40

24
31

37 51

66 48

-, 5 1

* 18 36
9 10

9.
63
28

7-5-

, -

kz.
'95



-4-°
. ,

d.

POST- COLLEGE PLANS

graduate School
. Work and 'Graduate

-School

Work

Graduate Degree

PFeferred'iousi ng: , .00 '
Intereatial dorm . , ..

All-black or minority
. ,

dorm ; k .

,Private apartment
Parents' home ,_ ,

Extracurricular Acti- ..,

4- .vitie?: i4
4

Black organizaticin .07.%

Student government .12
Athletics], .26

Radio, newspaper, etc'.1
.

.00
Tutdri ng, advising , :04'
None

.00

.00
M.D.

J.D,

M.1B.A.

Othee,master's
,Pti.D.4
Ed.D.. .

Non-M.D., medical
D.D.S.

FINANCE
,

or Source of-Funds:
Family,

Scholarship` from
'college tk

Sol a-rshi p from
other source

(cant. )-

4

4 /

.00
. 18 _ 21, 4.

...

45, ' 24

11 17'

0

.00 , ,

38 27. 35 '" 164

...
8 ' ' 3 , 9 5

54 61 49 70
3 '. 4

59 52 .00 5.8 43
, IS.' .11 .1'4 ., 14 10

46 42 .2.3 32 28
.49 17 15

11 5 16 8
14 8 -- --

.01 - 14 22.

, .00
38 .. . 5962 . 2b

i'.

14 21 . 15 29
16 33. ° 20 . 35

t, .300
.' 22 1 . 17 / 8

' 26 18 '22 7
9 11' 4 8 18

25 43 . '26 42
10 10 17 14

1 1 ".-e

. 3 1 . 1 5,

2 . 1 . 1,

..,01)%
% 22 20 22 20

48 .25-

14 12

39 25

/1'4 f2

.,

1. For 1977 the firs figure represents intramural athletics; the second, intercollegiate athletics..
2. For 1977 Ph.D. IncYudes Ed.D. \

.

.,

,.,--
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,Loan'from college 1

Loan from bank

-5--

9

-6

6

2

1
5

2

%

wn

12
6*

3"
5

6

3

.

.22

.04

'5

1

2

2

3

1

51
50

13
4

2

4

5

4

46
43

.38

..0.0

.

`>.,

6

4

2

1

2,
2

-21
52

10
5

1'

?
4

4

18
40

Loan from other
kource

9 Savings
Wages
Veterinl's benefitS

Coaerned About Money
Work.,.

.

G,

4,

98

s

,

9

99



Educational Policy Ceniq of A Bettet Chance, Inc.. Spring, 1977

STUDENT SURVEY INSTRUMENT

INTERVIEWER:.

This interview is part of a nationwide survey being c nducted among black students
at predominantly white colleges by the Educational Policy enter. The center is a' non.:
profit organization established in 1970 to help colleges pro idp the best possible experience
for black students. In 1974, it merged with A Better Chance, Inc. This survey is the third
in a series designed to develop a picture of the life of black students at predominantly white
colleges and to use that information to deitelop policy and program suggestions.

This interview should take approximately 30 minutes. Some of the questions are
intentionally open-ended, and I urge you to respond as completely and in as much detail
as you desire. Incidentally, your name will not be used in any way in reporting the results
of this survey.

2-
. 3-
4-

A

/-

o

Name of Student:

Name of College:
-

College Year: First 10- 1 Second -2 Third -3 Fourth -4

C.. #:
'5- 6- 7- 8= 9-

.
College Address: 1 City: State:

College Telephone klb. :

Permanent Address: City:

Name of Interviewer:

Date of Interview:

IMO

State:

For Office Use.Only:

Verified by:

Comnients:

Time, of Interyiew: to

Date:

c

100



4 4..

.1) Who or What helped you irv9hoosing a college?,

1. Teacher /Guidance Counselor/ College Advisor at high school

2. Parent /Family Friends

3. College AdMissions Officer
I

4. Other students

9

5. College literature (catalogs, etc. )

6. Comprehensive_ guides (Barron's, etc.)

7. No one /Nothing

8 Cher:
4

2) ow would you rate your academic'preparationifor,college Work? Was it:

I,. Excellent

2. Good

3. Fair

4. Poor

.

8) Did anything other than classwork help youQprepare for:college?

-1. Unassigned readings; independent studyiniI did on my own

2. Tutoring or study elp

3. Work; jobs I held after ,er school or in summer k
.

o 0

i4. Special pineignrollment preparation offered by this college
,

-,1
5. Extra-curri illar "activities

6. Nothing `

7. Other: \:

V

4)' bid you everscOhti, er going tOt,a black college.?

1. . Yea, I considered it
%- lc

-
o. 2. Yes, kpreviou 1Y*tended

3. No

101
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I
C. ,;,

5) 'Which three or four characteristics of this college were important in your

.

decision to come here?

1. Reputation/academic standing/curriculum
,. .

2. Scholarships/financial assistance

3. Proximity to home
. ,

..,
4. Low cost

5. Friends /acquaintances enrolled here
1*.

6. Desire to live away from hcimei
7. Other:

,

' ..._ 4.,

.1.

A

6) Were you officially admitted under a special program?. .

1. Yes(Specify)
, .2 No

7) Do you have ahy worries about paying for your dollege edtication?

1. Yes/serious
.

2. Yes /slight

N.

7 3. 'No/ none

8A) Do you feel you need special academic help?

<-

1,t Yes'

2. No d

a

.

e
I

t,

, ,,.,
8)3) Have you received special academic help from the college's tutoring cr

remedial services? 1

1. Yes (Specify type and source) .

1 .
..c

2. No ,

9A) Is there any chance that you will leave this college before gi"aduation?
, .

1., Yes /Perhaps (GO ON TO QUESTION 9B)

2. No ..,

31 Not Sure
,

,

(SKIP TO QUESTION-10)

102
e
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. .
9B) (IF YES) Why do you say that?

1. Transfer

2. Leave of absence
P 4.

3. Quit school,
, , .

4. 'Lack of.funds to finance education

5. Other:

10) Do you have any contact with the faculty outside of class?

1. Academic

2. 'Career

3. Social
.

4, ./Litile./ None

'5. Other:
0

11A) What is your living arrangement here? (READ LIST)

1. Dormitory that mixes whites and blacks

'2. All-black/minority dorm, floor or wing

3.1 Private oft-campus apartment or rooming house

4. Home with parents

5. Other:

11B) What living arrangement would you prefer?' -(READ LIST)

1. ,Dormitory that mixes whites and blacks

2.; Allblack/minority dorm, floor or'wing

3: Private off-campus apartment or 'rooming houJe

4. Home with parents '

.5. Other:

'103



. .
12A).. Are yOu currently working?

i r .

1; Yes (GO ON TO QUESTIONS 12B &' 12C) ,..

-2. No . (SKIP TO QUESTION 13)

12B) About how many hours a week-do you workl?
7---

/

1. 1-10 hours

2. 1 i -.20 hours

3. 21-40 hours e.

.
1..

4. Other: -
,

12 C) Has working had a, positive, neutral or negative effebt on you?

4' 1. Positive ( mments):

a
2. Neutral

b

.
3. Negative (Comments): p .

sk .

.
.

13) What kinds-of extra-curricular activities do Srouiparticipate in?
.4.

1. Black / minority organizations on campus

2. Student government
.

3.. Intercollegiate athletics

4. Intramural athletics

5. Radio station, newspaper, etc.

6. Clubs, choir, etc.

7. None.

.

=

0

8. Other: -

i

k

14A) How much does race influence. your choice of friends dnd social activities ?
Is it: (READ LIST)

1. Dominant factor

Z. Significant influence

- 3. Little influence

I (00 ON TO QUESTION 14B1
_

(SKIP TO QUESTION 15)

t 164
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1413 Why. is it a dominant factor?

15A) Can black students as a group influence programs and/or
college?

(.
1. Yes (GO ON TO QUESTION 15B)

2. Don't Know
(SKIP TO QUESTION 16)

3.' No

15B) What could they do'?

a

icies of this

1. More recruitment of black students /more Minority employment
,

t2. Curriculumchinges

3. Development of black studerd organization/entertainment/cultural
activities

4. Other:

16) About, how much of your free time at school is spent' with black students
as com4red to white students?

1.' All with black

2. Mostly with black

Mostly with white

4. About half and half

17) How would you degcribe your overall reaction to thiscollege? (READ LIS.T1

1. Very. Satisfied

--,

2. Somewhat Satisfied

3. Dissatisfied
%
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18) Do you have a positive, neutral. or negative feeling about the following '
characteristics of this school:

Positive Neutral Negative

1

*1

1

1

1

1

2 '3 1. Kind of place (urban, rural; etc. )

2 3 2. ' Academic curriculum

2 3 3. Size -of classes .

2 3 4. Supportive 'services (counseling, tutoring)

2 3 5. Percentage black enrollment

2 3 6. Black faculty and administrative presence
9

1 '2 3 7. Acessibilify of faculty members and
administrators

1 2 3 8. Overt attempts to be respansie to the
needaof blacks

10A) Have you personally experienced any racial discrimination here?

I' Yes (GO ON TO QUESTION 19B)

2. No (SKIP TO QUESTION 20)

19B)- What haipened?

20) In general, would xou say most of the white students you have met at this
College have been:

c 1., Friendly

2. Unfriendly

3. Indifferent

21A) Wht are yOur plans after graduation from college?

2. Work-and graduate schciol

3. Work

4. Don't Know 106
ti

1. Graduate school

5. Other:



21B). (FOR THOSE PLANNING TO ATTEND CRADUATESCHOOL) What field?

1. Social sciences (history, political
. urban studies; American studies,

2. Business (economics, marketing,
administration)

3. Education

science, sociology, anthropolOdy,
psychology, area stOdies)

management, accounting; public

4; Biological sciences' (zoology,- anatomy, botany, pathology)

5. lEngineering/IVIath

6. PhysiCal sciences (physics, chemistry, geology).

7. Health professions,(rnedical technology, nursing, p blic,health)

8. English (journalism, speech, drama).

e

9. Fine Arts (arthistory,,mtisiC, p,ainiing)

German, Spanish, etc. )..10. Language /Literature (French,

11. Black Studies

12. Law
)

13. Medicine

14. Dentistr9

15. Other (Specify):

21C) 'What type of degree?

O

1. Al. ID:-

2. Non M. D. .Medical

3. ) , D.

.4. MBA
)

5.

1

MA /MS /MSW /MAT, etc,

6. PhD/ CLED

7. DDS

7.

8. Other (§ecify): 107
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21D) (FOR THOSE PLANNING TO WORK) What do you plan do?

1. Professional (teacher, engineer, nurse, scientist, professor, etc. )

2. Technical (laboratory technician, photographer, draftsman )

3. Managerial or official (armed services officer, store owner, government
official, business e4xecutive plant manager, etc. )

N.
4. .Sales (salesman, agent, broker, advertising representative .-. )

5. Don't Know
L.

6. Other (Specify):

42) (FOR JUNIORSND SENIORS ONLY) From what sources..have you received
help in making post-graduate plans?

1. Professor/College advisor

2. Family .

3. Other students

4. Nene/no one

5. Other (specify):

23) Is there 'anything you would like to see changed to improve black student
lifN.e here?

More recruitment of blacks (students, faculty, etc. )

2. More financial aid, expecially for blacks;
3. More remedial'programs/tutoring

4. :More black activities -- social life--cultural events

5. ',,,curriculum chOnges

'None/no hanges
.

7. Other

108



INTERVIEWER:

I

DEMOGRAPHIC. SECTION

Now I would like tosusethe last few-minutes of this interview to ask you
some shorf-answer questions about yourself.

,

D1).. Age:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

'f
.

17-18

19-20
S

i1-22 5

23-26. A

27-35

36-45 (

7. Other
ti

)D2) (BY OBSERVATION)

1: , Male.

2'. Female 11/4

),
6

1\

D3Ar Between the ages of 5 and 15, did you live..predominantlin a:

1: Large -city/suburban area (more than 10Q, 000 at that time)

2. Srhall city/rural area (100,000 or less at that time)

D3B) What state was it ins? A

O

D4) -Llid either of your parents go to college, even if they didn't graduate?

1. '13oth

.2., ,Father only

3. Mother only

lieitfier

A

°

D5) Didran older brOther'oi- sister of yours go to college befor'e you?

1. Yes

2. No

3. No, I have no older brother or sister

109
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D6A) What kind of secondary schoR1 did you graduate from ?

4. 1. Public

2. Private

. D6B) .Where was it located? ,
1 r

City/ Town: t /

J.

a

State:
/S

D6C) What was the racial composition of the school?

1. Less than 25% black/ minority

'2. 26-50% Iblack /minority
I.

3. 51-..75% black /minority

4. 76-100% black/minority

5. IDonq Know

DT) Which Of the following ranges best describes tour pare,nts' current annual
income from all sources?

D8)

1. LeSs than $5,000

$5, 000 - $9, 999

3.
-E.

10,000 - $14, 999

4. $15,000 -

5. $25,000 and
41g

6. Don't knoW

7. Would not answer ,

Are yo.u:

1. Single
0

2. Married

4

le*

D9) What is your major field of study here?
0.

1. Social sciences (history, politthal,Ncience, sociology, anthropology,
;urban studies, 'American studies, psychology)

2. Business (economics, marketing, managernent, accounting, public °

administLation) PLEASE TURN OVER AND CONTINUE. ON NEXT PAGE"
sy
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.4.

3. Education

. 4. Biological sciences !zoology, biology, anatomy, botany, pathology)

5'. Engineering/ Math
17 /1

6. Physical sciences (physics, chem4ert6, geology)

7. Health professions (medical technology,- nursing, Public fieal4h, etc. )

8. English (journalism, speech, drama)

9. Fine 4rts (art history, music, painting)

10. Language /Literature (French, SPaniih,German, etc.)

11. Black Studies

12. Other (Specify):

010) What is your academic average here? (IF SCHOOL IS'NOt ON A LETTER
GRADE SYSTEM, ASK) What is a perfect grade average?

of a possible ;

D11A) Have you previously attended another college?

1. Yes' (GO ON TO QUESTION DI1B)

2. No (SKIP TO QUESTION D12A)

D11 B) OF YES) What type was it?

1. 2 year-public

2. 2 year-private

3. Black college

4. 4 year-white, public

5. 4 year white, private R to

D12A) What are the sources of money you use to go to school?

1. Family I

2. Scholarship from school

3. Scholarship from otherrsource

It Loan from school
, PLEASE TURN OVER AND CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE



5. Loan from bank, credit 'union

6. Loan from other 'source
$

7. Personal
,

nNsavings,froummer jobs; pre - college jobs, gifts, etc.
. ,.

. --, -

8.
.

i Wages from jobi held:during college

9. Veterans', Benefits

10. Other:

D12B), Which one source prOvides the largest share?,

ass

1, Family

2. Scholarship from school

3. Scholarship from other 4ource

r Loan from school

(GO ON TO QUESTION D13)

5. Loan from bank, .credit union.(
6. Loan from other source ..

7. Personal savings fron#summer jobs, pre-college jobs, gifts, etc.

8. Wages frOm jobseld during college

94; "Veterans' Benefits

. la. Other:

D13) `\ What is your college scholarship based on?

1. Financial need

2. ;Academic talent

3. Athletic talent

4. -Other special talent (specify)

r

Card III

D14) In your opinion, what are the major,problenis or black students at this
college?

. 11.2


